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Preface
The USMES Project

Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social, and Communications
Sciences in Real Problem Solving (USMES) was formed in respnse to the recommendations of the 1967 Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the
Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been
funded by the National Science Foundation to develop and
carry out field trials of interdisciplinary units centered
on long-range investigations of real and practical problems
(or "challenges") taken from the local school/community enSchool planners can use these units to design a
vironment.
flexible curriculum for grades kindergarten through eight in
which real problem solving plays an important role.
Development and field trials were carried out by teachers
and students in the classroom with the assistance of university specialists at workshops and at occasional other meetThe work was coordinated by a staff at the Education
ings.
Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts. In addition,
the staff at EDC coordinated implementation programs involving schools, districts, and colleges that are carrying
out local USMES implementation programs for teachers and
schools in their area.
Trial editions of the following units are currently
available:
Advertising
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Human Proportions
Design Lab Design
Eating in School
Getting There
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
Mass Communications

Nature Trails
Orientation
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property
School Rules
School Supplies
School Zoo
Soft Drink Design
Traffic Flow
Using Free Time
Ways to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions

*See Goals for the Correlation of Elementary Science and
Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.

USMES Resources

In responding to a long-range challenge, the students
and teachers often have need of a wide range of resources.
In fact, all of the people and materials in the school-and
community are important resources for USMES activitied. In
addition USMES provides resources for both teachers and students. A complete set of all the written materials comprise
the USMES library, which should be available in each school
using USMES units. These materials include-1.

This book is a compilation
The USMES Guide:
of materials that may be used for long-range
planning of a curriculum that incorporates
the USMES program. It describes the USMES
project, real problem solving, classroom
strategies, the Design Lab, the units, and
the support materials as well as ways that
USMES helps students learn basic skills.

2.

Teacher Resource Books (one for each chalEach of these guides to using USMES
lenge):
units describes a broad problem, explains how
students might narrow that problem to fit
their particular needs, recommends classroom
strategies, presents edited logs from teachers
whose classes have worRed on the unit, and contains charts that indicate basic skills, processes, and areas of study that students may
learn and utilize.

3.

Design Lab Manual: This guide helps teachers
and administrators set up, run, and use a
Design Lab--a place with tools and materials
in which the students can build things they
need for their work on USMES. A Design Lab
may be a corner of a classroom, a portable
cart, or a separate room. Because many "handson" activities may take place in the classroom,
every USMES teacher should have a Design Lab
Manual.

4.

"How To" Series: These student materials provide information to students about specific
problems that may arise during USMES units.
The regular "How To" Series covers problems
in measuring, graphing, data handling, etc.,
and is available in two versions--a series of

xi
cartoon-style booklets for primary grades
and a series of magazine-style booklets with
The
more reading matter for upper grades.
Design Lab "How To" Series is available in
two illustrated card versions--one for priA coramary grades and one for upper grades.
plete list of the "How To" Series can be
found in the USMES-Guide.
5.

These papers, correlated
Background Papers:
with the "How To" Series, provide teachers
with information and hints that do not appear
A complete list
in the student materials.
can be found in the USMES Guide.

6.

Curriculum Correlation Guide: By correlating
the twenty-six USMES units with other curriculum materials, this book helps teachers to
integrate USMES with other school activities
and lessons.

The preceding materials are described in brief in the
USMES brochure, which can be used by teachers and administrators to disseminate information about the program to
the local community. A variety of other dissemination and
implementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups involved in local implementation programs. They
include Preparing People for USMES: An Implerentation
Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show, the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, videotapes of
classroom activities, a general report on evaluation results, a map showing the locations of schools conducting
local implementation of USMES, a list of experienced USMES
teachers and university consultants, and newspaper and
magazine articles.

Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of
three-layered cardboard at the time the project began, USMES
has used it at workshops and in schools; consequently, references to Tri-Wall can be found throughout the Teacher
The addresses of suppliers of three-layered
Resource Books.
cardboard can be found in the Design Lab Mhnral.
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Introduction
Using the Teacher Resource Book

When teachers try a new curriculum for the first time,
they need to understand the philosophy behind the curriculum.
The USMES approach to student-initiated investigations of
real problems is outlined in section A of this Teacher Resource Book.
Section B starts with a brief overview of possible student activities arising from the challenge; comments on prerequisite skills are included.
Following that is a discussion of the classroom strategy for USMES real problemsolving activities, including introduction of the challenge,
student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. Subsequent
pages include a description of the use of the unit in primary grades, a flow chart and a composite log that indicate
the range of possible student work, and a list of questions
that the teacher may find useful for focusing the students'
activities on the challenge.
Because students initiate all the activities in response
to the challenge and because the work of one class may differ from that undertaken by other classes, teachers familiar
with USMES need to read only sections A and B before introducing the challenge to students.
Section C of this book is the documentation section.
These edited teachers' logs show the variety of ways in
which students in different classes have worked at finding
a solution to the challenge.
Section D contains a list of the titles of relevant sets
of "How To" Cards and brief descriptions of the Background
Papers pertaining to the unit.
Also included in section D
is a glossary of the terns used in the Teacher Resource Book
and an annotated bibliography.
Section E contains charts that indicate the comparative
strengths of the unit in terms of real problem solving,
mathematics, science, social science, and language arts. It
also contains a list of explicit examples of real problem
solving and other subject area skills, processes, and areas
of study learned and utilized in the unit.
These charts and
lists are based on documentation of activities that have
taken place in USMES classes. Knowing ahead of time which
basic skills and processes are likely to be utilized, teachers can postpone teaching ehat part of their regular program
until later in the year. At that time students can study
them in the usual way if they have not already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.

1
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A. Real Proolem Solving and MIES
If life were of such a constant nature that
there were only a few chores to do and they were
done over and over in exactly the same way, the
case for knowdng how to solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one would have to do would
be to learn how to do the few jobs at the outset.
From then on he could rely on memory and habit.
Fortunately- -or unfortunately dependin4f upon one's
point of view--life is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that things will be different in the
future. In such a world the ability to adjust and
to solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*
Real Problem Solving

USMES is based on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an important skill to be learned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned more quickly and easily within the context of student investigations of real problems.
Real problem solving,
as exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which
involves students in investigating and solving real problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractions of the
school curriculum and the world of the student. Each USMES
unit presents a problem in the form of a challenge that is
interesting to children because it is both real and practical.
The problem is real in several respects:
(1) the
problem applies to some aspect of student life in the school
or community, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire situation with all the
accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem
is such that the work done by the students can lead to some
improvement in the situation.
This expectation of useful
accomplishment provides the motivation for children to carry
out the comprehensive investigations needed to find some
solution to the challenge.
The level at which the children approach the problems,
the investigations that they carry out, and the solutions

*Kenneth B. Henderson and Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
in Mathematics," in The Learning of Mathematics: Its Theory
and Practice, Twenty-first Yearbook of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (Washington, D.C.: The Council,
1953), p. 233.
r) 1
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that they devise may vary according to the age and ability
of the children.
However, real problem solving involves
them, at some level, in all aspects of the problem-solving
process:
definition'of the problem; determination of the
important factors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts, statistics, or whatever means the students can find;
discussion; formulation and trial of suggested solutions;
clarification of values; decision making; and communications
of findings to others.
In addition, students become more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others, more
critical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more interested in helping to improve social conditions.
The USMES Approach

To learn the process of real problem solving, the students must encounter, formulate, and find some solution to
complete and realistic problems. The students themselves,
not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the variables that should be investigated, search out the facts, and
judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problem-solving activities, the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not an authoritative answergiver.

The problem is first reworded by students in specific
terms that apply to their school or community, and the
various aspects of the problem are discussed by the class.
The students then suggest approaches to the problem and set
priorities for the investigations they plan to carry out.
A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on
different aspects of the problem.
As the groups report
periodicAlly to the class on their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, work on an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience.
Real problem solving does not rely solely on the
discovery-learning concept.
In the real world people have
access to certain facts and techniques when they recognize
The same should be true in the classroom.
the need for them.
When the students find that certain facts and skills are
necessary for continuing their investigation, they learn
vIllingly and quickly in a more directed way to acquire
thePe facts and skills. Consequently, the students should
have available different resources that they may use as
they recognize the need for them, but they should still be
left with a wide scope to explore their own ideas and
methods.

03
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Certain information on specific skills is provided by the
The students are referred
sets of USMES "How To" Cards.
only to the set for which they have clearly identified a
need and only when they are unable to proceed on their own.
Each "How To" Cards title clearly indicates the skill involved--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "How to Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Your Data," etc. (A complete list of the "How
To" Cards can be found in Chapter IX of the USMES Guide.)
Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or
its classroom equivalent. The Design Lab provides a central location for tools and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupt:I.ng other
classroom activities.
Ideally, it is a separate room with
space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
space for the children. However, it may be as small as a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solving can be
obtained by the students only if they have a means to follow up their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be
a very important asset.
Optimally, the operation of the school's Design Lab
should be such as to make it available to the students whenIt should be as free as possible from
ever they need it.
set scheduling or programming. The students use the Design
Lab to try out their own ideas and/or to design, construct,
test, and improve many devices initiated by their responses
to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operation of
the Design Lab may not always be possible due to various
limitations, "hands-on" activities may take place in the
classroom even though a Design Lab may not be available.
(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab can be found in
Chapter VI of the USMES Guide, while a complete list of "How
To" Cards covering such Design Lab skills as sawing, gluing,
nailing, soldering, is contained in Chapter IX.)
Work on all USMES challenges is not only sufficiently
complex to require the collaboration of the whole class but
also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
according to his/her interest and ability. However, it
should be noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students
from the class are carrying out the investigation of a unit
challenge, the extent of their discovery and learning can be
expected to be less than if more members of the class are
While it is possible for a class to work on two
involved.
related units at the same time, in many classes the students
progress better with just one.
The mount of time spent each week working on an USHES
challenge is crucial to a successful resolution of the

Each challenge is designed so that the various
investigations will take from thirty to forty-five hours,
depending on the age of the children, before some solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken on the
results of the investigations. Unless sessions are held at
least two or three times a week, it is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and momentum and to beThe length of
come involved intensively with the challenge.
each session depends upon the age level cf the children and
the nature of the challenge.
For example, children in the
primary grades may proceed better by working on the challenge
more frequently for shorter periods of time, perhaps fifteen
to twenty minutes, while older children mr, proceed better
by working less frequently for much longer Periods of time.
Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the
class .Ln finding and implementing solutions to the challenge
indicate when the class's general participation in unit
(Premature discontinuance of work
activities should end.
on a specific challenge is often due more to waning interest
on the part of the teacher than to that of the students.)
However, some students may continue work on a voluntary
basis on one problem, while the others begin to identify
possible approaches to another USMES challenge.
problem.

Importance of the Challenge

Although individual (or group) discovery and student
initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,
this does not imply the constant encouragement of random
activity. Random activity has an important place in
children's learning, and opportunities for it should be
made available at various times. During USMES activities,
however, it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their efforts are focused on finding
some solution to the real and practical problem presented
It has been found that students
in the USMES challenge.
are motivated to overcome many difficulties and frustrations
in their efforts to achieve the goal of effecting some
change or at least of providing some useful information to
Because the children's commitment to finding a
others.
solution to the challenge is one of the keys to successful
USMES work, it is extremely important that the challenge be
introduced so that it is accepted by the class as an important problem to which they are willing to devote a considerable amount of time.
The challenge not only motivates the children by stating
the problem but also provides them with a criterion for
judging their results. This criterion--if it works, it's
right (or if it helps us find an answer to our problem, it's

.26
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a good thing to do)--gives the children's ideas and results
a meaning within the context of their goal. Many teachers
have found this concept to be a valuable strategy that not
only allows the teacher to respond positively to all of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to
judge the value of their efforts.
Role of the Teacher

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that the
teacher's responsibility in the USMES strategy for open
classroom activities is as follows:
1.

Introduce the challenge in a meaningful way
that not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular situation but also
opens up various avenues of approach.

2.

Act as a coordinator and collaborator. Assist,
not direct, individuals or groups of students
as they investigate different aspects of the
problem.

3.

Hold USMES sessions at least two or three times
a week so that the children have a chance to become involved in the challenge and carry out
comprehensive investigations.

4.

Provide the tools and supplies necessary for
initial hands-on work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to work it the
Design Lab.

5.

Be patieht in letting the children make their
own mistakes and find their own way. .Offer
assistance or point out sources of help for
specific information (such as the "How To"
Cards) only when the children become frustrated
Conduct
in their approach to the problem.
skill sessions as necessary.

6.

Provide frequent opportunities for group reports
and student exchanges of ideas in class discussions. In most cases, students will, by
their own critical examination of the procedures
they have used, improve or set new directions
in their investigations.

8

7.

If necessary, ask appropriate questions to stimulate the students' thinking so that they will
make more extensive and comprehensive imestigations or analyses of their'data.

8.

Make sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success in USMES unit activities is indicated by
the progress they make in finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investigation nor by obtaining specified results.
The teacher's
role in the USMES strategy is to provide a classroom atmosphere in which all students can, in their own way,
search out some solution to the challenge.
USMES in the Total School Program

Today many leading educators feel that real problem
solving (under different names) is an important skill to
be learned.
In this mode of learning particular emphasis
is placed on developing skills to deal with real problems
rather than the skills needed to obtain "correct" answers
to contrived problems.
Because of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the resultant investigations, USMES is ideal for use as an important part of the elementary school program. Much of the
time normally spent in the class on the traditional approaches to math, science, social science, and language
arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES activities. In
fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of the total school
program might be allotted to work on USMES challenges.
Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES activities the learning of a greater number of traditional
skills.
In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during DOES activities. Therefore, the time
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of reel problem solving.
Because real problem-solving activities cannot possibly
cover all the skills and concepts in the major subject
areas, other curricula as well as other learning modes
(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics," or
programmed instruction) need to be used in conjunction with
USMES in an optimal education program.
However, the other
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instruction will be enhanced by the skills, motivation, and
understanding provided by real problem solving, and, in
some cases, work on an USMES challenge provides the context
within which the skills and concepts of the major subject
areas find application.
In order for real problem solving taught by USMES to have
an optimal value in the school program, class time should be
apportioned with reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges investigated by students during their years in
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills
and processes. Because all activities are initiated by students in response to the challenge, it is impossible to
state unequivocally which activities will take place. However, it is possible to use the documentation 9f activities
that have taken place in USMES trial classes to schedule instruction on the specific skills and processes required by
the school system. Teachers can postpone the traditional
way of teaching the skills that might come up in work on an
USMES challenge until later in the year. At that time students can learn the required skills in the usual way if they
have not already learned them during their USMES activities.
These basic skills, processes, and areas of study are
listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resource
Book. A teacher can use these charts-to decide on an overall allocation of class time between USMES and traditional
Examples of inlearning in the major subject disciplines.
dividual skills and processes are also given so that the
teacher can see beforehand which skills a student may encounter during the course of his investigations. These
charts and lists may be found in section E.

Ways In Which USMES Differs From Other
Curricula

As the foregoing indicates, USMES differs significantly
from other curricula. Real problem solving develops the
problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-by-doing) that leads to a full understanding of
Because of the following differences, some
the process.
Some teachers may have
teacher preparation is necessary.
been introduced by other projects to several of the following new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and
learning that real problem solving involves.
1.

New Area of Learning--Real problem solving is a
new area of learning, not just a new approach or
a new content within an already-defined subject
Although many subject-matter curricula
area.

include something called problem solving, much of
this problem solving involves contrived problems
or fragments of a whole situation and does not
require the cognitive skills needed for the investigation of real and practical problems.
Learning the cognitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds
of learning.
3.

Interdisciplinary Education--Real problem solving integrates the disciplines in a natural way;
there is no need to impose a multi-disciplinary
structure.
Solving real and practical problems
requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disciplines.
The number
and range of disciplines are unrestricted and
the importance of each is demonstrated in working toward the solution of practical problems.

3.

Student Planning--To learn the process of problem solving, the students themselves, not the
teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the
variables that should be investigated, search
out the facts, and judge the correctness of the
hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problemsolving activities the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not as an
authoritative source of answers.

4.

Learning-by-Doing--Learning-by-doing, or discovery learning as it is sometimes called, comes
about naturally in real problem solving since
the problems tackled by each class have unique
aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The challenge, as defined in each
situation, provides the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences, such as collecting
real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in some units) preparing reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper authorities.

5.

Learning Skills and Concepts as Needed--Skills
and concepts are learned in real problem solving
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as the need for them arises in the context
of the work being done, nIther than having a
situation imposed by the teacher or the textbook being used. Teachers may direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or students nay search out information themselves
from resources provided.
6.

Group Work--Progress toward a solution to a
real problem usually requires the efforts of
groups of students, not just individual students working alone. Although some work may
be done individually, the total group effort
provides good opportunities for division of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups
The grouping is flexible
and individuals.
and changes in order to meet the needs of the
different stages of investigation.

7.

Student Choice--Real problem solving offers
classes the opportunity to work on problems
that are real to them, not just to the adults
In addition,
who prepare the curriculum.
students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem according to their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing
from the challenge allows each student to
make some contribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or her ability and
to learn specific skills at a time when he or
she is ready for that particular intellectual
structure.
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B. General Papers on Classroom Management
1.

OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Find ways of developing and maintaining a
well-run classroom.
Possible Class Challenges:

How can we make the class run smoother?

How can we improve the daily class
schedule?
How can we keep the room neat and
running smoothly?

Students usually have opinions on ways the teacher should
and should not run his/her classroom. For example, many
teachers have been accused of having favorites because the
same children always seem to be chosen as messengers, paper
passers, etc. Given an opportunity to assist the teacher in
managing the room, children become very motivated and enthusiastic.
The challenge may easily be introduced to the class at
the beginning of the school year when no class routine has
yet been established. In other cases, classes may become
involved with the challenge when papers cannot be found,
when groups cannot work effectively due to the lack of time,
or after the class has had a difficult time working.with a
substitute teacher.
In discussing the challenge the class may list possible
prblem areas in the room. Some of these areas may include
classroom jobs, rules, scheduling, noise, organization, and
distribution of papers. The children may begin by dividing
into groups to observe the present classroom procedures for
a period of time. During this period the children may record the jobs that the teacher and children do, the number
of times during the day children cannot find what they want,
the time spent on each subject, etc.
In analyzing the data through graphs and charts, the children may identify new areas to investigate before drawing up
The class may then choose
their initial plans for change.
one or two urgent problems to tackle first. One group may
then conduct a survey in order to seek suggestions and criticisms from the class. Further revisions are made before
trial implementation of the plan takes place. During the
trial implementation period the children collect and analyze
data in order to assess the effectiveness of their plan.
Revisions and surveys are once again made before the final
plan is put into effect.
The children's interest in developing and maintaining a
well-run classroom may extend into the management of other
areas found in some USMES units such as Using Free Time,
Eating in School, School Rules, School Supplies, and Design
Lab Design.
Although many of the activities in the Classroom Management unit may require akills and concepts new to the children, there is no need for preliminary work on these skills

and concepts because the children can learn them when the
need arises. In fact, children learn more quickly and
easily when they see a need to learn. Consider counting:
whereas children usually learn to count by rote, they can,
through USMES, gain a better understanding of counting by
In working
learning or practicing it within real cOntexts.
on Classroom Management, children also learn and practice
graphing, measuring, working with decimals, and dividing.
Although dividing seems necessary to compare fractions or
ratios, primary children can make comparisons graphically;
sets of data can also be compared graphically or by subtracting medians (half-way values). Furthermore, instead
of using division to make scale drawings, younger children
can convert their measurements to spaces on graph paper.
Division may be introduced during calculation of percentages, averages, or unit costs.

2.

CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

The Process of Introducing the
Challenge

The Classroom Management unit centers on a challenge--a
statement that says, "Solve this problem." Its success or
failure in a classroom depends largely on (1) the relevance
of the problem for the students and (2) the process by which
they define and accept the challenge. If the children see
the problem as a real one, they will be committed to finding
a solution; they will have a focus and purpose for their
If the students do not think the problem
activities.
affects them, their attempts at finding solutions will
likely be disjointed and cursory.
The Classroom Management challenge--"Find ways of developing and maintaining a well-run classroom"--is general
Students in different
enough to apply to many situations.
classes define and reword the challenge to fit their particular situation and thus arrive at a specific class chalFor example, one class worked on reducing the noise
lenge.
level in the room. Several other classes investigated ways
to keep the classroom neat and organized.
Given that a problem exists, how can a teacher, without
being directive, help the students identify the Cliallenge
that they will work on as a group? There is no set method
because of variations among teachers, classes, and schools
and among the USMES units themselves. However, USMES teachers have found that certain general techniques in introducing the challenge are helpful.
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One such technique is to turn a discussion of
some recent
event toward the challenge. For example, a Classroom Management challenge may arise when students complain that they
cannot complete their work in time because they cannot find
papers, resources, or supplies in the room.

After deciding that there were "bugs" in the classroom, second graders in a first/second-grade class
immediately identified the problem of paper organization among the first graders. The second graders
complained that every time the teacher worked with
them, the first graders interrupted them because
they were unable to locate their written instructions. The class discussed this problem
and everyone agreed that some sort of box in which to put the
papers would help, and they decided upon mailboxes.

A Classroom Management challenge arose in one third grade class after the school principal came to the
class for the third time to reprimand them for their
terrible behavior with teacher aides and specialists.
The class felt bad and agreed that they wished to.do
something to make their classroom run more smoothly
and to make it a better place in which to /earn.

Sometimes work on another challenge, such as School Rules,
Classroom Design, Using Free Time, or Ways to Learn/Teach,
may lead to a Classroom Management challenge.

One sixth-grade class had been working on a Classroom Design challenge of making the classroom a better place in which to learn. The students were
pleased with the several physical changes that had
been made and naturally were concernea with how they
could keep the room clean. They decided that classroom jobs were necessary and set up a system for
distributing jobs and encouraging people to do their
jobs.

When children encounter a problem that leads to a challenge that is related to Classroom Management, one group of

children may begin work on this second challenge while the
rest of the class continues with the first challenge. However, there should be at least ten to twelve students working on any one challenge; otherwise, the children's work may
be fragmented or superficial or may break down completely.
A Classroom Management challenge may also evolve from a
discussion of a specific topic being studied by the class.
For example, a class may be studying about how government
The students may then wish to establish legsystems work.
islative and judicial systems in the classroom to deal with
the ineffective rules and regulations.
Sometimes the discussion of a broad problem may encompass
For example, the
the challenges of several related units.
problem of confusion on the first day of school may lead to
a discussion of the possible causes of this problem and then
to the investigation of one of several challenges, such as
Classroom Management, School Rules, Mass Communications,
Getting There, or Orientation.
An experienced USMES teacher is usually willing to have
the children work on any one of the several challenges that
may arise during the discussion of a broad problem. While
this approach gives the children the opportunity to select
the challenge they are most interested in investigating, it
does place on the teacher the additional responsibility of
being prepared to act as a resource person for whichever
challenge is chosen.
Classroom experience has shown that children's progress
on a Classroom Management challenge may be poor if the teacher and students do not reach a common understanding of what
their challenge is before beginning work on it. Having no
shared focus for their work, the children will lack the motivation inherent in working together to solve a real problem.
As a result, they may quickly lose interest.
A similar situation occurs if the teacher, rather than
ensuring that the children have agreed upon a challenge,
merely assigns a series of activities. Although the teacher
may see how these activities relate to an overall goal, the
children may not.

An overall Classroom Management challenge was not
discussed first in one second/third-grade class.
Rather, the two teachers themselves identified
classroom problems and asked for a committee to
resolve each one. The class as a whole, then, was
involved with a problem only when a committee reported on its progress.
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Initial Work on the Challenge

Once a class has decided to work on a Classroom Management challenge, USMES sessions should be held several times
a week, but they need not be rigidly scheduled. When sessions are held after long intervals, students often have
difficulty remembering exactly where they were in their investigations and their momentum diminishes.
When students begin work on their particular challenge,
they discubs and list possible ways to resolve the problem,
such as finding a fair way to divide the classroom chores or
an efficient way to store classroom papers and other materials. Often, this procedure is combined with or followed
by preliminary observations and/or opinion surveys.

One fourth-grade class identified the overall problem of classroom noise. Before tackling the problem,
they made some prelimdnary observations to determine
the times during the day when the room was very
noisy. They also experimented a little with ways
to measure noise level.

Next, the class sets priorities for the tasks they consider necessary to complete their plans. Often a class
divides into small groups to carry out tasks. As various
groups complete their work, their members join other groups
or form new groups to work on additional tasks.

Although they worked in a team with fifty-five intermediate children, teachers in one class faced the
problem of too many groups working simultaneously on
different aspects of the Classroom Management challenge. Some of the groups included the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

election (to set up and run all class
elections)
rules and punishment (to make and revise
class rules; to set punishments)
court (to try people who break class rules)
police force (to issue warnings on rules
violations)
scheduling
newspaper (to keep the class informed of
what was going on in all the groups)
ef
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7.

8.

jobs (to keep room neat and running
smoothly)
pollution (to keep room clean and to lessen the noise level)

This situation was found to be extremely difficult
to manage; the groups began to work independently,
and class discussions were so long that they ended
with no one listening to the group reports.

Refocusing on the Challenge

As the children work on their challenge, their attention
should, from time to time, be refocused on it so that they
do not lose sight of their overall goal. Refocusing is particularly important with younger children because they have
a shorter attention span. Teachers find it helpful to hold
periodic class discussions that include group reports. Such
sessions help the students review what they have accomplished
and what they still need to do in order to carry out their
proposed plans.
These discussions also provide an opportunity for students to participate both in evaluating their
own work and in exchanging ideas with their classmates.
(Another consequence of having too many groups is that not
every group can be given enough time to report to the class,
thereby increasing the possibility that the children's efforts will overlap unnecessarily.)

Resources for Work on the
Challenge

When the children try to decide on solutions before collecting and analyzing enough data or encounter difficulties
during their investigations, an USMES teacher helps out.
For example, to encourage the students to assess the present
situation and to identify and list problems in order of urgency, the teacher may ask them, "What are our present classroom rules and procedures?" Examples of other nondirective,
thought-provoking questions may be found in section B6 of
this resource book.
The teacher may also refer students to the "How To" Cards
which provide information about specific skills, such as
drawing graphs or analyzing data. If many students, or even
the entire class, need help in particular areas, such as
using fractions, the teacher should conduct skill sessions
as these needs arise.
(Background Papers provide teachers
with additional information on general topics applicable to
most challenges.)
USMES teachers can also assist students by making it possible for them to carry out tasks involving hands-on activi-
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If the children need to collect data or make purchases, such as lumber, outside of the school, the teacher
If the children's tasks require
can help with supervision.
them to design and construct items, the teacher should make
sure that they have access to a Design Lab.
Valuable as it is, a Design Lab is not necessary to begin
work on a Classroom Management challenge. The lab is used
only when needed, and this need may not arise during early
work on the challenge.
ties.

One first/second-grade class spent several weeks in
the classroom working on their Classroom Management
challenge before needing to use the Design Lab. During this time the children drew, revised, and voted
on designs of spinners which were to be used in selecting bathroom/hall monitors.

To carry out construction activities in schools without
Design Labs, students may scrounge or borrow tools and supplies from parents, local businesses, or other members of
the community.
At times some classes may not use the Design Lab at all;
the extent to which the Design Lab is used varies with different classes and different units because the children
themselves determine the direction of the investigations and
because construction activities are more likely to occur in
some units than in others.

In setting up a system to distribute classroom jobs
and to reward students when jobs were completed, one
sixth-grade class did not use the schoolts Design
Lab. The only item that was needed to implement
their plans was paper money which they made with ditto masters.

Culminating Activities

Student investigations generally continue until the children have agreed upon and implemented some solution to their
problem. They may reduce classroom disruptions because of
a paper organizer they have constructed, or they may eliminate arguments over the distribution of class chores with
some device, such as a spinner.

One fourth-grade class was successful in reducing
slightly the noise level in the classroom with their
egg-carton wall hangings, standing walls, and desk
carrels.

After the plan or change has been in effect for a period
of time the class evaluates it.
If they feel that the
change has satisfactorily met their challenge, they then
turn their attention to other concerns.

3.

USE OF CLASSROOM MANAGEhENT IN THE
PRIMARY GRADES

Children in the primary grades may make significant progress with the Classroom Management challenge of finding ways
to maintain a smoothly running classroom.
Although their
entry level to the challenge and their sophistication with
the investigation will certainly be different from that of
older children, they will be able to propose possible solutions, collect and interpret data, and take effective action
to meet their challenge.
Past experience has shown that small children are always
eager to share their experiences. In order to take advantage of this enthusiasm a teacher might wait for an incident
to occur in the classroom before he/she introduces the challenge. A child may complain that the same children are
picked to be hallway monitors or a whole class activity may
be stalled because four or five children cannot find their
papers on their desks. These or similar incidents provide a
basis for a lively discussion of other classroom problems
and a list will soon evolve.
The children may then review
each problem and agree to work upon the most urgent ones
first.
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With young children the teacher might find it beneficial
in the beginning for the whole class to work on one problem
at a time.
Gradually, as the children become more'able to
follow through on their proposed plans, the teacher might
encourage the class to divide the various aspects of the
The small groups would then preproblem among small groups.
sent their findings to the class for discussion. This sharing experience not only provides for the opportunity to
practice oral skills, but also allows for the exchange of
ideas. Other language arts skills are learned as children
write job descriptions or make posters.
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After working on a problem for a while, the children often discover that not everyone agrees with the same plans or
designs. To gather individual opinions, the children may
decide to ask everyone certain questions--in effect, to conduct a survey. The survey may be conducted within the room
to determine, for example, preference of mailbox styles.
The children compile simple questions and organize an efficient way to administer the survey.
Tallying and graphing are easily introduced to primary
children as they see the need to organize and make pictures
of their information. After the children were unable to
compare the number of votes (raised hands) for each opinion,
one first/second-grade class made a bar graph tally using
the children's names. The names of the seventeen children
who voted to change the classroom procedures were listed on
one side of the board, and on the other side were listed the
names of those six children who were satisfied with the existing room procedures. By actually seeing that one column
was taller than the other, the class became convinced that
most of the children wished to change the existing classroom setup.
The Classroom Management unit also provides opportunities
for children to become involved in measurement. Children
usually see the need for some sort of a unit of measure when
they realize that visual approximations are difficult to remember and to compare. In the first/second-grade class that
constructed mailboxes the children soon realized that in
order for all the mailboxes to be the same size some sort of
standard measuring device was necessary. A meter stick was
obtained and the class agreed upon mailbox dimensions. Some
primary classes have made measuring instruments using their
own units of measure. The children learned by experience
that as long as everyone uses the same unit of measure, the
resulting measurements can be meaningfully compared. In addition to measuring distances, the children may also measure
time, e.g., the time required for certain jobs or the time

spent on certain activities.
In working on the Classroom Management challenge children
may want to construct items that can be used to organize
classroom supplies. Experience in many schools has shown
that primary children are able to work in the Design Lab and
are able to use the power tools with some adult assistance.
Children working on USMES challenges have designed and built
such things as tables, boxes, and even sandals from Tri-Wall
or lumber.
4 ()
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4.

FLOW CHART

The following flow charts present some of the student
activities--discussions, observations, calculations, constructions--that may occur during work on a Classroom Management challenge. Because each class will choose its own
approach to the challenge, the sequences of events given
here represent only a few of the many possible variations.
Furthermore, no one class is expected to undertake all the
activities listed.
The flow charts are not lesson plans and should not be
used as such. Instead, they illustrate how comprehensive
investigations evolve from the students' discussion of a
Classroom Management problem.
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Challenge:

Find ways of developing and maintaining a well-run classroom.

Classroom Design
Design Lab Design
School Supplies
Ways to Learn Teach

Socaal studies unit
on government

Using Free Tire
School Rules
Protecting Property
Eating in School

Optional
Prelindnary
Activities:

USBES Units:

Possible
Student
Activities:

C ass D scussion: How o you feel a out the way the class operates. What pro ems
do you have working in the room? How can we improve the way the classroom is run?
What kind of changes should we make? How can we find out which are the most pressing problems?

General observation of
IData Collection:
classroom routine and routines in other
classes. Noting classroom tasks of the
children and teacher.

Data Collection: Class survey
to determine urgent problems in
,the classroom.

Data Representation: Compiling survey results.
bar ra hs histo rams and line charts.

Preparation of

Class Discussion: Group reports on survey and observation data. Class decision
Small groups formed as needed.
on what classroom problems are ur ent.

4,

Classroom Routine/
Jobs
(See Flow Chart A)

I

Classroom Rules
(See Flow Chart C)

Scheduling
(See Flow Chart B)

Storage and Circulation
of Papers and Classroom
Materials (See Flow

1.

Noise
(See Flow

Chart D)

Class Discussion: Discussion of I(---changes that have occurred in the room and ways
to assess their effectiveness.
IData Collection: General observation
of classroom routine.

Data Representation:

Class survey to
Data Collection:
determine o inions on chan es.

Preparation of bar graphs.

Class Discussion: Report of groups. Discussion of ways to make revisions.
Discussion of other classroom problems.
Optional
Follow-Up
Activities:

USMES Units:

Classroom Design
School Rules
Design Lab Design
Ways to Learn/Teach

School Supplies
Using Free Time
Eating in School
Protecting Property

Social studies unit
on government
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FLOW CHART A
Classroom Routine/Jobs
Class Discussion: What jobs need to be done to make the room neat
and run more smoothly? What jobs does the teacher do? What jobs
a
e class do?

1--

Data Collection: Class survey to
determine popularity of jobs.
Ranking of jobs based on popularity.

Data_REmessItation:
charts

histo rams

Data Collection: Data collected
on job requirements--amount of time
to do job, frequency job must be
done, etc.

1...tparation of bar graphs, line
and scatter graphs.

Job descriptions devised and written.]
Class Discussion: Group reports on survey and research data. Consideration of ways jobs
can be distributed fairly. Discussion of ways to insure that a job gets performed.
jif

Data Collection: Investigation of
possible distribution techniques.
[-

Data Collection: Investigation of ways
to remind and encourage children to do
jobs, e.g., design of wall chart for
scheduling jobs.

Y

Consideration of any revisions
IClass Discussion: Reports of groups.
that need to be made before trial plan is implemented. Jobs distributed
according to plan. Discussion of ways to evaluate plans.
Trial of Plan
Class survey to
-Data Collection:
determine suitability of trial.

1Data Representation:

Data Collection: Observation of
class to determine effectiveness of
job chart or other job reminders.

Preparation of bar graphs.

Class Discussion: Group reports on survey and observation data.
whether any revisions are needed.
(return to main chart)
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FLOW CHART B
Scheduling
Class Discussion: What are the problems with the present classroom
schedule? How can the schedule be improved?
Data Collection:
Investigation of which
parts of schedule may be
altered (school district/
state re ulations .
1,±Ita Representation:

Data Collection:
Observation of class to
determine scheduling problem, amount of time spent
on each activity, etc.

Data Col 1ection:
Interview of
teachers--what do
you see as scheduling problems?

[Data Collection:
Class survey to determine scheduling
problem.

Preparation of bar graphs, line charts, and histograms.

I(

Class Discussion: Reports of groups. Design and implementation of new
schedule. Discussion of ways to evaluate new schedule.

Trial of new schedule.
%

Data Collection:
Observation of class to
determine suitability of
new schedule.

Data Collection:
Class and teacher survey to
determine suitability of
change.

Class Discussion: Group reports on survey and observation data.
whether any revisions are needed.

(return to main chart)
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FLOW CHART C
Classroom Rules
Class Discussion: What are the problems with the present rules?
these rules be improved and enforced?

How can
I

le

Data Collection:
Survey of other
classes to determine their rules.

Data Collection:
Investigation of
present class rules.

Data Representation:
histograms.
1

Data Collection:
Class survey to determine
problems with present class
rules.

Preparation of bar graphs, line charts, and

Class Discussion: Reports of groups. Comparison of rules from all the surveyed classes. Class decision of which rules are most important in maintaining
a well-run classroom. Consideration of any rules needing revision or the need
for new rules. Class discussion on ways to enforce rules.

Data Collection:
Class survey to determine
fair penalties, ways to encourage/remind students to
obey classroom rules.
Tbnta Re reeentation:

Design of new rules.
Revision of existing
classroom rules.

Preparation of bar graphs and histograms. 1

Decision
Class Discussion: Reports of groups. Decision made on class rules.
made on ways to enforce rules. Consideration of ways to evaluate new system.
117iial of new rules and enforcement s stem.

Data Collection: Observation
of classroom to determine
effectiveness of rules.
IData Representation:

Class
Data Collection:
survey to determine suitability of rules and penalties.

Preparation of bar graphs and histograms.

Class Discussion: Group reports on survey and observation data.
whether any revisions are needed.

(return to main chart)
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FLOW CHART D
Storage and Circulation of Classroom Papers and Materials
IClass Discussion: What are the problems with the present methods of storing
and circulating papers and materials? How can this method be improved?

Data Co ection:
Observation of present
storing and circulating
methods.

Data Collection:
Class survey to determine
storage and circulation
problems.

Data Collection:
Survey of other classes
to determine their methods
of paper management.
Data Representation:
graphs.

Preparation of bar graphs, histograms, and line

D scussion of methods that interfere
Class Discussion: Reports of groups.
least with the class routine. Decision made on new methods to try.
Nie

Design and construction
of storage containers.
Class Discussion:

Design of circulation
system.

Discussion of ways to evaluate changes.

I.
Observation
Data Collection:
of class to determine suitability of new methods, timing
distribution of papers, etc.
IData Representation:

Class survey
Data Collection:
to determine suitability of
new methods.

Preparation of bar graphs and histograms.

Group reports on survey and observation data.
Class Discussion:
whether any revisions are needed.

(return to main chart)
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FLOW CHART E
Noise
Class Discussion: How does noise affect your classroom activities and work?
Where does the noise come from? During what parts of the day is it most disturbing?

jf
Data Collection:
Observation of classroom to determine noise
source, its effects on
classroom activities,
when it occurs during
the day, etc.

Data Collection:
Class survey to
determine what and
when noise is disturbing.

IData Representation:
Class Discussion:

Data Collection:
Survey of other classes,
buildings to determine
methods of sound insulation.

Data Collection:
Measurement of noise
levels during various
times of day using tape
recorder or noise indicator.

1
Preparation of bar graphs, line graphs, and histograms.

Reports o

groups.

Discussion o

ways to contro

noise

n t e

room.

F

Physically changing the room,
e.g., rugs, partitions, study
carrels, etc.
Class Discussion:

Publicity to remind
class to be quiet.

Discussion of ways to evaluate changes.

Data Collectioa:
Observation of class to
determine suitability
of new methods.

Data Representation:

11

Data Collection:
Class survey to determine
suitability of new methods.

Data C,Alection:
Measurement of noise
using tape recorder or
noise level indicator.

Preparation of bar and line graphs.

Class Discussion: Group reports on survey aad observation data.
whether
any revisions are needed.
[-

(return to main chart)
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5.

A COMPOSITE LOG*
This hypothetical account of an
intermediate-level class describes
many of the activities and discussions mentioned in the Flow Charts.
The composite log shows only one
of the many progressions of events
that might develop as a class investigates a Classroom Management
challenge. Documented events from
actual classes are italicized and
set apart from the text.

One day after several weeks of school the children begin
to talk about many annoying incidents which have occurred
"I never get to take the
in the room since school began.
"We
never
have
enough
time to get our books
lunch count."
and papers together before we change classes." "I can never
find my homework papers." At this point the teacher asks
the children if they would like to try to find thays to solve
some of the problems. After the children indicate that they
are interested, the teacher writes on the board the challenge, "How can we make the class run more smoothly?"

After several discussions the children in one first/
second-grade class in Lansing, Michigan, identified
two main problems that caused disruptions in the
class routine: the hall/bathroom monitor selection
The
process and the organization of personal papers.
children were very annoyed with the teacher because
she kept choosing the same children to be monitors.
In addition, the second graders expressed an annoyance with the first graders because the latter were
always losing their written instructions and interrupting the teacher while she was working with the
(See log by Carol Hamilton.)
second graders.

The desire to maintain a neat classroom arose after
this sixth-grade class in Lexington, Massachusetts,
had spent several weeks making physical changes to
the room in response to the Classroom Design chalThe children felt that the classroom jobs
lenge.
were necessary and devised an incentive system to
(See mini-log by
insure that the jobs were done.
Robert Farias.)

The children quickly offer many solutions to the problems
"Go down the class list so that everyone
mentioned earlier.
can do the lunch count." "Stop math sooner so that we can
get our spelling notebooks and papers out." "Have folders
to store our papers in." However, they soon realize that
there are probably other problems which they have forgotten.
Several children wonder whether observing the existing classroom procedures would be helpful in spotting other classroom
problems. The class agrees and votes for a one-week observation period.
*Written by USMES staff

In order to observe systematically the classroom routine,
the dhildren classify the various classroom activities into
five categories: jobs, scheduling, rules, distrit- tion and
storage of papers, and noise. The children then d!vide into
five groups, one to observe each category.
During the week, the groups record what takes place in
The job Group notes that everyone volunteers to
the room.
do the lunch count, but no one wants to clean the coat
closet. They also confirm the complaint that the teacher
seems to pick the same children to pass papers and to take
attendance. The Scheduling Group records that on four out
of the five days the class took a long time to settle down
after lunch to begin free reading. The Noise Group notes
that the hall noise is extremely distracting before and
after lunch.
After the one-week period is over, the groups come together to share their observations. The children decide to
list on the board all the problems that each group has observed. The final list appears as follows:
Scheduling_problems
1.
2.

3.
4.

Not enough time to prepare for next class.
Not enough time to complete math assignment.
Cannot "silent" read after lunch period.
Small groups working on projects need to meet
more than twice a week.

Keeping the classroom neat - classroom jobs
1.
2.

3.

4.

Everyone wants to take the lunch count.
Same people get to take lunch count and pass
out papers.
Coat closet is a mess.
Books cannot be found in classroom library.

Rules
1.
2.
3.

People talk all the time.
Gum chewing during class.
Swearing.

Distracting noises
1.
2.

Cannot work--people talking during class.
Hallway noise, especially before and after
lunch.

fLI kJ
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paper distribution and storage_
1.
2.

No place on teacher's desk to put finished
work.
Cannot find written assignments or returned
papers.

The children agree that some problems are more urgent than
others. They decide to work on the urgent problems first
and then, if time allows, work on the others. A hand vote
is taken; classroom jobs and the storage and distribution of
papers are voted as being most urgent. Two major groups are
formed, and each goes off to a corner of the room to sketch
out a plan.
The Job Group begins by identifying questions relevant to
classroom jobs. A list of questions is made.
1.

2.
3.
4.

What jobs need to be done in the classroom?
How long should a person hold a job?
How should the jobs be assigned?
How should a job be judged and who should
judge whether it was well done or not?

The children agree that they first need to assess what the
present classroom jobs are, including job duties, and find
out what other jobs the class could do for the teacher.
Part of the group prepares an observation sheet to be used
in collecting data on the present jobs. The other group
members go off to arrange a time with the teacher to talk
about new jobs the children can do.
The observation sheet is made and appears as follows:
Job:

Observation:
What does person do?
1.
How long does it take person to do job?
2.
How often does job need to be done?
3.
Does job seem difficult?
4.

The form is put on a ditto and about fifteen copies are
The children decide to observe the workers for one
made.
week. They identify eight jobs which are presently done in
the classroom:
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boardkeeper
supplies distributor
window keeper
reading corner cleaner
coat closet cleaner
paper drawer cleaner
lunch counter
attendance taker

Each child takes one job to observe.
Stopwatches are obtained from the Design Lab.
After one week the observers convene with all their data.
They quickly decide to combine all the observation data onto
(See Figure B5-1.)
one chart.
However, as they begin to draw up a chart form, they realize that it would be too confusing to read. They consult
the teacher who, in turn, suggests that they may find the
"How To" Cards on graphing helpful. After looking through
the cards, the children decide to make a bar graph for each
job showing how long it took each day to do the jou and one
bar graph to compare how often each job is done during the
For the jobs of window keeper and supplies distribuweek.
tor the children first add the different timings to obtain
a total timing for the day. The graphs are shown in Figures
B5-2 and B5-3.
The children show their graphs to the class the next day.
Several class members comment that it is hard to compare the
job timings because the information is on eight different
graphs. Someone suggests combining the information onto one
graph and recalls seeing a set of "How To" Cards on how to
The group agrees to graph the information on one
do this.
graph. They spend the rest of the day reading the "How To"
Card set, "How to Show Several Sets of Data on One Graph."
Their final graph appears in Figure B5-4.
The following day the class discusses approximately how
One child suggests
long each job holder took to do his job.
that they find the average time taken for each job. Several
children who know how to calculate averages help those wtho
The averages reported by each group are shown on
do not.
the following page.

DAY OF THE WEEK

Figure B5-2
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Can you always find your
homework or written assignrent papers?
Do you have one place where
you put your homework papers?
Where do you put your returned papers?
Do you like the way corrected
papers are returned? Why?

143.411141er
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1.

DAY OF TIAE WEEK

no

yes

no

As the group waits for the surveys to be returned, several children interview the teacher to determine her opinion
on the present method of handing in papers. The group
learns that the teacher is very dissatisfied with the present procedure because many papers become misplaced on her
deak, and she has to spend a lot of time looking for them.
In a few days all the surveys are returned to the Paper
Circulation Group. The children tally the responses and
obtain the following results:
Survey on Paper Storage

6
3

yes

"1

1,

,

1

2.

,

'

sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

Several children decide to make bar graphs showing these
average timings.
The Paper Circulation Group decides to survey the class
to determine how many children have a paper storage problem.
A simple survey is designed and distributed. Their survey
appears as follows:
Survey on Paper Storage

e

20
45
18
07
23
20
25
10

5 min.
1 min.

Can you always find your
homedork or written assignment papers?

Circle Your Answer
no = 24

yes = 3

Figure B5-4
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yes = 2

no = 25

2.

Do you have one place
where you put your
homework papers?

3.

book = 9 desk = 11
Where do you put your
notebook = 5 throw out = 2
returned papers?

4.

Do you like the way
corrected papers
are returned? Why?

No.

Papers always fall to the
floor.

Based on the survey and teacher-interview data, the group
agrees that both the teacher and the class need containers
The children spend some time drawing
to hold their papers.
designs for the teacher's paper holder after first discussing with her what her needs are. The teacher requests two
features:
1.

Six compartments--for math, spelling, social
studies, science papers, reading workbooks
and book reports.

2.

The papers must be easy to take out.

The children agree on two designs to submit for a class
The two designs are shown in Figure B5-5.
vote.

Figure 35-5

For individual storage boxes, the children agree that a shoe
box or a stationery box would be sufficient.
The Paper Circulation Group reports the results of their
survey and teacher interview in the next class discussion.
The two paper holder designs are shown. The children explain why six compartments are needed and that the holder
would be placed on the spare desk and put near the teacher's
Several children wonder where the group would be able
desk.
to get cylinders and how they would attach the cylinders
together. Most of the children feel the rectangular holder
I
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would be easier to make. The class votes and the rectangular holder wins, nineteen to eight.
Next, the Paper Group asks the class whether they feel a
small box such as a shoe box on top of each child's desk
would help the children organize their papers. The class
The class votes
agrees and is willing to try out the boxes.
to allow the paper group to be responsible for obtaining
twenty-seven shoe boxes. They decide that each child should
decorate his/her own box.
The Job Group reports the results of their observations
and teacher interview. The children who had talked with the
teacher report that, in addition to the present jobs that
were identified by the children, the teacher identified four
additional jobs with which the children could help:
librarian--keep books in order, return books to
library
art assistant--aid the art teachers, clean up
floor cleaner--sweep floors, pick up papers,
books
news director--maintain bulletin boards

The job observers show and explain their graphs of the
job data that they have collected. They report that all
eight job holders felt that their jobs were fairly easy to
The class then wonders what the popular jobs are and
do.
how popular each job is in relation to the others. The
job group agrees to conduct a survey to determine job desirability.
Before the class disbands, many children bring up the
problem of not having enough time to work in their small
The class decides that a scheduling group should
groups.
be formed as soon as possible to study the problem.

After two months of small group won', children
in a third/fourth/fifth-grade class in Lansing,
Michigan, began to voice complaints about the lack
of time during the week for their groups to meet.
The problem was further complicated by the fact
that many children belonged to several groups. A
scheduling group was immediately formed to tackle
(See log by Carol Allen.)
the problem.
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In the ensuing weeks most of the Paper Group members work
in the Design Lab, drawing plans and constructing the teacher's paper holder. The children agree that one compartment
must be larger than the rest because the reading workbooks
are bulky.
They also agree that the papers and workbooks
would be easier to remove if they stuck out slightly from
the compartments in front and some leeway was left on the
sides to slide the papers in and out. One child manages to
collect fourteen workbooks. The group measures the amount
of space that they occupy. They find that the fourteen workbooks stacked together are 31/2 in. high, 9 in. wide, and 11
in. long. They decide that if the compartment is 10 in.
high, 7 in. wide, and 10 in. long all the workbooks would
fit standing on their sides.

A fourth-grade class in Washington, D.C., designed
and built a compartment to store some of the tote
trays that were kept on the floor. Those children
who did not have regular desks kept their books and
papers in these trays. The children weighed full
trays in order to determine whether to use Tri-Wall
or lumber.
They measured the height of the tallest
books to determine the height between shelves. They
also deterndned the number of trays to be stored in
the compartment and measured to find the total length
of the compartment.
(From log by Sandra Baden.)

Figure B5-6

To obtain the dimensions of the other compartments, the
children use a pile of papers as a sample to measure a suitable amount of space.
The group agrees on the dimensions
In order to make sure their measureshown in Figure B5-6,
ments are suitable, the children make a scale model using
two-ply cardboard before constructing the final holder from
Tri-Wall. The finished holder is placed on a spare desk
and moved near the teacher's desk.

Children in a third/fourth-grade class in Washington,
D.C., found a more efficient way to turn in their
assigned work. Rather than waiting for the teacher
to take the paper or putting it in the subject folder
tucked between other folders on the desk, the children designed and constructed a mailbox. The mail-
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box was a large box divided into separate compartments for each subject area. Each compartment had
its own slot. The mailbox was placed beside the
teacher's desk where she could easily reach in from
the back to remove the papers. The children really
(From log by Marva
enjoyed "mailing" their papers.
Falls.)

The children who are not working on the teacher's paper
holder scrounge for shoe boxes. After several days of asking the other children in the class to bring boxes, the
group decides to solicit the help of other classes. They
write a memo to five other teachers asking them to mnke the
following announcement in their room:
The children of Mrs. B's class need shoe boxes
to help organize their homework papers. Could
you please help us by bringing in shoe boxes?
Thank you.

Several days later the children have thirty-eight shoe boxes.
Each child in the room receives a box to decorate. After
one week all the classroom desks have decorated shoe boxes
on them.
Before drawing up the survey for determining children's
preferences for jobs, the Job Group examines the tasks for
The children agree that a short description of
each job.
the responsibilities for each job should be included in the
The children spend several days writing up job desurvey.
scriptions. Some of the jobs are combined with others, such
as the lunch counter with the attendance taker, the supplies
distributor with the paper drawer cleaner, and the news director with the art assistant. The window-keeper's job is
eliminated because the group feels that anyone should be
able to open or close the windows, Their job descriptions
appear as follows:

Librarian--Keep track of books on loan from the
Bring
school library. Return book3 on time.
Keep
classroom
linew books back to room.
brary in order.
Art Assistant--Help the art teacher, including
Mainpassing out supplies and cleaning up.
tain the classroom bulletin boards.

ri

Floor Cleaner--Sweep floors.
books, etc.

Pick up papers,

Table Cleaner--Straighten out things (projects,
games, etc.) on table.
Boardkeeper--Wash blackboards at the end of each
day.
Clap erasers outside. Average time to
do daily, 5 min. 20 sec.
Supplies Distributor--Pass out papers, Weekly
Readers, etc. Keep paper drawer neat.
Average time to do seven times a week, 3 min.
55 sec.

Reading Corner Cleaner--Keep the reading corner
neat, e.g., straighten out reference books.
Average time to do two times a week, 2 min.
7 sec.

Coat Closet Cleaner--Straighten out coat closet.
Average time to do three times a week, 3 min.
23 sec.

Lunch Counter/Attendance Taker--Take hot and cold
lunch count. Take attendance.
Average time
for lunch count five times a week, 20 sec.
Average time for attendance five times a week,
25 sec.

During a class discussion of the job descriptions, one
student remarks that they do not know how long the first
four jobs will take and how often they need to be done. The
teacher asks who will be willing to do the jobs for a week
and keep track of time spent and how often the jobs need to
be done; four children volunteer.
The survey is distributed after the job descriptions are
written. Each child is asked to list the nine jobs in order
of personal desirability, the most ,lesirable job being number one and the least desirable job number nine.
When the surveys are returned, the class breaks up into
groups to tally the individual ratings. The next day the
jobs are listed on a chart on the board and nine columns
are made beside each job for the various ratings. Each
group then reads the ratings they have tallied until the
chart is complete. The total number for each rating for
each position is shown on the next page.
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The class looks at the finished chart and expresses disappointment because they still cannot list the jobs in order
of overall preference. The teacher then explains that a
total score for each job can be obtained'and shows how it
They weigh
can be done. The class proceeds to do the work.
each rating by assigning points, the most desirable job receiving one point, the second most desirable job two points,
By multiplying the points by the number of votes for
etc.
each rating and adding the totals for each rating, the children obtain a total score for each job,
least desirable

most desirable
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Librarian

1

2

3

1

4

0

3

2

11

Art assistant

2

1

3

1

2

3

3

3

10

Floor sweeper

4

2

1

4

3

2

2

4

5

Table cleaner

0

2

6

2

2

9

3

3

0

Boardkeeper

2

10

3

3

5

4

0

0

0

Supplies Distributor

3

2

0

8

4

2

5

3

0

Reading corner cleaner 0

2

4

9

3

3

4

2

0

Coat closet cleaner

2

5

1

4

1

3

4

5

5

11

3

5

1

5

1

0

1

0

Lunch/attendance

The children then list the jobs in order. The jobs with
the lowest scores are put first since a low score indicates
that the job is a desirable one.

Job

Lunch counter/attendance
Boardkeeper
Reading corner
Supplies distributor
Desk cleaner
Floor cleaner
Coat closet
Art assistant
Librarian

Total points (Smaller
number of points means
it is more desirable.)
75
92

129
130
139
145
167
171
174

The sixth graders from Lexington, Massachusetts., determined the relative level of difficulty for each
of the eleven classroom jobs they had identified.
Each child rated each job, putting the one he/she
thought most difficult to do first and the easiest
Because the children had varying opinions of
last.
the level of difficulty for each job, the children
had to weigh each rating in order to compare each
job. For example, the hardest job was given eleven
points, the second hardest ten points, and so forth.
By multiplying the points by the number of votes for
each rating, and adding the totals for each rating,
the children obtained a tota/ score for each job.
(See mini-log by Robert Farias.)

In the next class meeting the Job Group reports the results of the survey. The group asks for suggestions on fair
ways to distribute these jobs. A list is started on the
board and includes the following ideas:
go down class list
toss dice
pull names from a hat

A quick hand vote shows that the class favors the last
suggestion. The children decide that the person whose name
is drawn first will pick a job; the next person will pick a
Because there are only
job from the remaining ones, etc.
nine jobs, only nine children will have jobs each week.

The sixth graders from Lexington chose to put into
the hat the names of only those children who were interested in a particular job. The name that was
In another year's class the childrawn got the job.
dren chose to put into the hat the names of ali the
children in the class. As a name was dzawn, that person had his choice of the particular job he wanted
(See mini-log by Robert
out of the remaining jobs.
Farias.)

After much discussion the children decide that the jobs
should rotate fairly frequently so that everyone has the opportunity to share the good and bad jobs. The group votes
to draw names each week and makes a rule that a person who
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has a job one week will not put his/her name in the hat foz
After discussing these plans in a class discustwo weeks.
sion, the class also decides that one person cannot have
the same job two times in a row.

After generating several methods of picking hallway
monitors, the first/second graders in Lansing chose
to wake two spinners--one for boys and one for girls.
Ev,..try day the monitor was picked by spinning the arThe child-at whose name it pointed was the monrow.
(See log by Carol Hamilton.)
itor for the day.

After several weeks of trying out the paper holders and
rotating the jobs, the respective groups evaluate the effectiveness of their changes. The Paper Circulation Group
surveys both the class and the teacher to determine satisfaction with the paper holders.
The survey is simple and
the results are quickly tallied on a survey form:

Circle Your Answer

Survey on Paper Holders
I.

2.
3.

Can you find your homework
or written assignment
papers?
Do you like your paper
holder?
What improvement should
be made to the holders?

yes = 25

no =

yes =

no = 25

2

5

= 23
bigger boxes
= 2
no changes
sturdier boxes = 2

Except for the problem of the shoe boxes being too small,
the Paper Group is satisfied that the storage problem for
During the next few days the
papers has been remedied.
group scrounges for larger boxes. They discover that shirt
boxes, which measure 81/2 inches by 15 inches, are perfect
because they allow the papers to lie flat. Enough of these
boxes are obtained and distributed.
During the trial period the Job Group observes that many
children have forgo*ten to do their jobs. The group decides
that a large chart would alleviate this problem because job
holders could put a check in the appropriate box when they
finished doing their job. They design the following chart:

r

I

Days of Week

Job

M

T

W

Th

F

Lunch counter/attendance
Table cleaner
Reading corner cleaner
Supplies distributor
Boardkeeper
Floor cleaner
Coat closet cleaner
Art assistant
Librarian

The group decides that the days-of-the-week portion of
the chart should be put on paper so that the paper can be
changed every week. At the next class discussion the class
votes to put this chart under the clock because everyone
frequently looks at the time.

The children in Lexington assigned salaries
(using play money) to the jobs; those jobs
thought to be more difficult commanded higher
salaries. With this money and a weekly base allowance (again play money), the children were
able to purchase various class supplies (pencils,
paper, erasers) and privileges, such as extra
(See mini-log by
drinks at the water fountain.
Robert Farias.)
The children who had worked on the paper holders now
turn their attention to other classroom problems that had
Eight cuildren immediately busy
been identified earlier.
themselves with the scheduling proglem. They spend the
next few weeks investigating the following items:
1.
2.

3.

What the present class schedule is.
What the state requirements are for
instruction of each subject in the
classroom.
The time it takes the class to do
different activities.
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Some of the Job Group members decide to set up a commit
tee to check on whether jobs are being done. Other members
of the group begin investigating class rules because they
notice that some children seem to disregard the rules of the
They spend several months investigating the following:
room.
1.

2.

3.
4.

What the classroom rules are.
New rules or rules that need revisions.
Ways to remind children to 6bey the rules.
Fair penalties for children who disobey
the rules.

A small group of children wish to work on the noise prob
They spend many weeks investigating the following:

lem.

1.

2.
3.

The source of the noise.
How the noise affects the children.
Ways to alleviate the noise.

The Rules Group discovers that the class feels that cer
tain rules are more important than others. Because it is
difficult for others to work and enjoy school without rules,
they decide to put up signs to remind everyone to obey the
rules. They also suggest that when the teacher observes
someone breaking a rule frequently, some privilege may be
taken away for a short time.
The Noise Group surveys the class and finds out that al
though the room is noisiest immediately before and after
lunch, the children find the noise bothersome only when they
are trying to concentrate on math or reading and a part of
The
the class is engaged in a project and talking loudly.
teacher asks for suggestions on how to remedy this situa
tion. Several children suggest making changes in the ar
Because most of the work on the
rangement of the room.
Classroom Management challenge has been completed, the class
agrees to work on the Classroom Design unit.

6.

QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER
INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS

* What problems do you have working in the rlassroom?
How can you find out whether most students think that
these are problems?
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Which of these problems should we work on first?
What are the present classroom rules and procedures?
What kind of changes should we make?
How many of these changes should we make at one time?
What jobs need to be done to make the room neat and run
more smoothly? What chores does the teacher do?...do students do? Which chores can the class do for the teacher?
What is a fair way to distribute the chores? Which chores
are hardest/easiest to do? How can we find out? How can
we remind students to do their chores? What happens when
students do not do their chores?
What is wrong with the present class schedule? How much
time does it take for you to do your math?...reading?...
etc.
How much more/less time do you need? How can you
find out? How can the present schedule be changed to suit
our needs? What'is our present schedule? What parts of
o'ir schedule may we change? How can we find out?
le What is wrong with the present classroom rules? What are
the classroom rules? Which rules need revising? What new
ones do we need? Whiel rules are more critical for managing classroom behavior? How can we enforce the rules?
What is a fair penalty for breaking different rules?

What is wrong with the present method of storing and circulating papers and classroom materials? How can we improve this method? Which methods interfere most with the
running of the classroom? How can we find out?
How does noise affect your classroom activities and work?
Where does the noise come from? What kinds of noise are
most distracting to you? During what parts of the day is
the noise most disturbing? How can you find out? What
has been done in other classes or public buildings to lessen noise? How can you find out? How can we control the
noise in this room?...outside this room?

How can we determine whether the new procedures have
helped?
What revisions need to be made to our new procedures?
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How can we evaluate our implemented changes? Have the
changes made a difference? What and how much change has
actually occurred? How can we find out?
What other problems do we have in the room that impede a
smoothly running room?
What is a good way to make a picture of your data?
What does your data tell you?
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C. Documentation
1.

LOG ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
by Carol Hamilton*
North School, Grades 12
Lansing, Michigan
(September 1974-May 1975)

ABSTRACT
After a long discussion, this first/second-grade class
agreed that the room was not as smooth-running as they had
thought at first. They identified two main problems, the
selection of the hall monitors and the organization of
papers on their desks.
Working on the challenge for approximately one-and-a-half hours per week, the class agreed that
using spinners would be the fairest way to select the monitors.
They designed and constructed two spinners, one for
boys and one for girls. They tested each spinner by spinning the arrow many times and tallying the number of times
the arrow pointed to each name.
To solve the problem of
mdsplaced r-pers the children designed and constructed individual mailboxes, making all the boxes the same size, which
they determined by measuring the largest piece of paper that
they used daily.
The class also worked on the problems of
hallway noise and classroom jobs.
Posters and signs were
made and hung in the corridors to remind children to be
quiet. Possible classroom jobs were listed on the board;
descriptions and special requirements were written for the
jobs. The children then wrote applications for the job they
wished to hold. In cases where two or more children applied
for the same job, tests of performance were devised. In the
end, every child had a job.

After they had been in the room for several weeks, I
asked the children whether everyone liked being in this
class, and if not, why. Most of the children said that they
really liked being in the room with me; several brave children expressed a slight preference for another teacher's
class.
I then asked the class what they thought classroom
management me,nt. At first the children felt that management of the class was stricly the teacher's role. However,
as the list of "definitions" grew, the children began to sae
that each child in the room had some responsibility for keeping the room orderly.
Some of their definitions of classroom management are listed beiow:
*Edited by USMES staff
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How the teacher makes you behave.
What the teacher does to teach you.
What time you have recess, reading, and math.
Finding out what to learn.
Doing chores in the room. Who will do them.
Deciding what work to do first.
One girl summarized our discussion of classroom management
in this way:
"Classroom management is what you do so everyone
can do what they are supposed to do, so the day
can go good. and we can learn things good."
During the following session we continued our discussion
of classroom management. We decided to examine closely our
daily routine to make sure everything was indeed running
smoothly. After a very short time, the children began
pointing out things that distracted them from their work
during various times of the day. Some of their complaints
are listed below.
It's noisy sometimes.
Some people forget and chew gum.
People misbehave in halls.
The hall noise comes in our room.
People use activity center when their work isn't done.
People try to be first all the time.
People talk, not whisper.
Same people get to be monitor.

I then asked the children how we could make our daily routine run smoother. Since some children still felt that
things were fine as they were, we decided to have a hand
vote to see how many did and did not want to change. The
result was that seventeenlaanted to work on classroom problems, while six felt that everything was all right. However,
this vote didn't seem to mean anything to the children because they could not see the difference between the votes
for each opinion.
I therefore wrote the names of the
seventeen children who wanted change on one side of the
board and then recorded on the other side the names of those
six who were satisfied with the room. Looking at the two
lists, the children clearly saw that one column was much
longer than the other.
Being convinced that most children wanted some change, we
went over their list of things that could be improved in the

Suggestions for correcting each problem were recorded
on the board next to that problem. Part of the list is
shown below.
room.

To control noise in room--make people put heads down.
Gum chewing--go to principal's office or write many
times, "I will not chew gum."
Completing class work--if work is not completed, one
does not go outside for recess.
To control noise in 'ali--close classroom door, put
signs up.
Misuse of centers--lose privilege to use.
Losing papers--mailbox or some container to pile
papers.

Choosing monitors--draw names, make a list.
The class noted that most of the solutions they had suggested were already being implemented and were not effective.
We discussee, which problems bothered them the most, and two
stood out--the selection of the monitors (bathroom-hall) and
the organization of papers on their desks.
The children decided to tackle che monitor problem first
because most children were annoyed that the 3ame boy and
girl were being picked (by me) to be the monitors. It was
quite oblrious that my procedure for selecting monitors was
very unfair. We talked about ways that the monitors could
T4e children came up with many good ideas
be selected.
which are given below.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Draw names from boxes (boys' and girls' boxes)
Choose people alphabetically, go down the rows
(seating arrangement)
Continue to have me choose
I choose one and then that person chooses his
replacement
Put names on a spinner
Keep the monitors forever.

For exWe discussed the pros and cons of each suggestion.
ample, the children voted down the suggestion to draw names
because the question arose as to what to do with names alSeveral children felt that if those names were
ready drawn.
returned to the boxes, then the names might be drawn again
and some people might never be picked. The children saw
problems with the method of choosing people alphabetically
in that Orly wondered what would happen if people were ab-
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Figure CI-1

Figure CI-2
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sent; i.e., would they then miss their turn? As we discussed each alternative, it became increasingly evident that the
class was partial to using spinners because they involved
construction. They finally agreed to make two spinners, one
for the girls and one for the boys.
Various individuals first drew their spinner designs on
the board for the rest of the class to discuss. The girls
selected the spinner design shown in Figure C1-1. The boys
chose the design shown in Figure C1-2. The groups then met
and drew up their plans.
When we discussed the spinner plans, it was evident that
alterations were needed. The children had difficulty drawing circles and dividing the circles into twelve ecual secIt was also quickly noted
tors (twelve girls, twelve boys).
that unequal sectors would not be fair because the smaller
ones would not have an equal chance of being chosen. The
children redrew their plans.
Because circle sizes had not beeu specified on the chilI asked the children how big they should be.
dren's plans,
Everyone agreed that the circles should be "this big," holding their hands out. We went to the Design Lab where I
After I demonstrated
showed the children the circle cutter.
the various circle sizes the cutter was capable of making,
the children chose the largest circle, which was approldmately twenty-four inches in diameter. Because the children
were not strong enough to use the cutter. I cut out the two
I then divided each circle into twelve equal seccircles.
tions.*
The following day the children painted the circles. They
decided to make each sector a different color so that a person could see his/her sector from across the room.
In order to select the person to write the names of the
children on the respective spinner, a contest was held t,"
determine who had the best handwriting. Each contestant
wrote the sentence, "U.S.M.E.S. helps to make work fun."
Entries were voted on by the class; naturally, the winners
were quite pleased.
Pointers for the spinners were cut ftom cardboard and
Again the children were satified just to draw the
painted.
The children workpointers without regard to measurements.
ed very cooperatively, making sure everyone had an opportuDesigns for the final pointers are shown in
nity to help.
Figure C1-3.
*The children might try several ways to divide a circle into
twelve equal sections; paper circles could be used for
these trials.--ED.

p1

With the two components completed, the children pushed
brass tacks through the pointers to attach them to the
circle backings.
The two circles were then hung using masking tape, on my closet door. The children spent several
minutes taking turns spinning both the arrow and the triangle.
After a while, three boys, whose names were in top
sectors of the circle, noted that the triangle always seemed
to point to names at the bottom of the circle.* They were
naturally a bit upset and again raised the question of
whether the boys' spinner was fair.
We talked about how we could test to see which spinner
was the fairer.
The children suggested that we spin both
the arrow and the triangle many times.** I asked how we
could possibly remember the number of times each name arose.
The children suggested that we write down each name as it
came up.
One child suggested we write down everyone's name
and put a mark by the name as it arose.
Everyone liked this
last idea, and so two forms were made, one for the girls and
the other for the boys. These forms were hung next to the
respective spinners.
The children took turns spinning the
arrow and the triangle and marking an X by the name. After
a while I wrote six questions on the board for the groups
to think about and answer:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

How many spins?
Who had the most?
Who had the least?
Is there a lucky number?
(lucky space)
Is there an unlucky number?
(unlucky space)
Is (the spinner) it fair?

Of the two spinners, the class decided that the girls' was
the fairer.
The results of the two groups are shown on the
following page.

*The children might check the placement of the tack in the
spinner; the teacher might ask if "merry-go-rounds" oa
playgrounds always stayed the same distance from the
ground as they went around.--ED.
**The children could also construct a twelve-sided solid
shape (a dodecahedron) and check to see whether the shape
was more fair than the spinner. Older children might toss
the shape or spin the spinner in sets of fifteen or twenty
tosses or spins and check the distribution o'i result; for
one certain name in the various set,.--ED.
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Girls

No. spins
Name that had most
Name that had least
Lucky no.
Unlucky no.
Spinner fair?

34

8 - Sandy
0 - Kim
yes - Sandy
yes
yes - no
(no agreement)

Boys
35

11 - Brian
0 - Trevor,
Kenny, Bob
yes - Craig, Mark
yes
yes - no
(no agreement)

Even though the girls were not in total agreement that their
spinner was 100% fair, they were satisfied enough not to
want to make alterapions. The boys, however, decided to
correct the triangle, which had continually pointed to the
sections at the bottom of the circle.
By the time the boys got around to re-examine their spinner, the spinner had changed. After several days of hanging,
the room heat made the tape on the back of the circle come
loose, causing the bottom part of the circle to curl up
slightly.
This curled edge seemed to compensate for the
displaced triangle because, after several spins, the boys
decided that their spinner was now fair.
After the monitor problem was solved to their satisfaction, the children next focused their attention on the paper
problem. We reviewed the reason that they had for identifying this as a problem an4 recalled that we had agreed to
construct mailboxes as a way to solve the problem.
We talked extensively about how big to make the individual mailboxes. The children reasoned that if the boxes were
going to hold their school papers, they needed to be slightly larger than the largest paper they used daily. No one
knew how big the paper was. Several children used their
It was soon obvious that some sort
hands to designate size.
of standard measurer was needed. A meter stick was obtained
and I held a skills session on how to measure.
The children measured the paper to determine two dimensions of the box. The paper was 23 cm. by 30.5 cm. To
allow for easy storage and removal from the box, the children decided to store the paper on its end and to add approximately 25 cm. to the length of the box, making it
23 cm. tall and 33 cm. long.
The children soon realized that there were more than two
sides to a box. They determined that they needed two little
sides (ends) and a bottom to complete the box. See Figure
Someone suggested putting on a top, but this idea
C1-4.
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was vetoed by the class. In the end the class agreed they
needed the following number of pieces to make one mailbox:

Two "big" sides, each 33 cm by 23 cm
Two "small" sides, each 6 cm by 23 cm
One bottom, 6 cm by 33 cm.
The children reasoned that if all the boxes were going to be
the same size, they could mass-produce the sid2s, thereby
making the construction process easier for the first gradThey agreed to make the boxes out of tag board.
ers.
In the following sessions the children measured and
marked the tag board while I cut the pieces. Many of the
second graders assisted the first graders with the measurAfter a while, however, most of the first graders lost
ing.
Therefore, while the
interest in the measuring and marking.
second graders continued this activity, I directed the first
graders' attention to the hallway noise problem since the
children had recently complained about this noise.
Because our classroom is opposite the rest rooms and
drinking fountains, the class is frequently disturbed by the
noise made by the seven classes that use these facilities.
We talked about this problem and decided that we had two
alternatives:

CM

Figure C1-4
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Make signs and posters asking the children
to be quiet.
Close our classroom door.

We avecd that the second solution was fairly effective in
reducing the noise; however, we also agreed that the closed
door cut off our fresh air. The children therefore decided
to make posters and signs.
The first graders spent several days planning and draw(Examples of their slogans and
ing their "quiet" posters.
copies of the posters are shown in Figure C1-5.) When several were completea, the group composed a letter to send to
the principal requesting permission to hang the posters in
The letters
Several children copied the letter.
the hall.
that were done in the neatest penmanship were delivered to
Figure C1-6 shows one child's letter.
the principal.
When all the sides were cut, the mailboxes were assembled.
The children quickly vetoed the use of glue (I did not think
of using the hot glue) and agreed that masking tape would
In taping the boxes, the children discovered that
suffice,
it was much easier if one child held the pieces together
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while a partner taped.
The spirit of cooperation was evident, and all the boxes were completed in a few days.
The entire class was involved in painting the boxes.
Each child decorated his box to his liking. Tempera paint
was used.
The children did not seem to mind that some boxes
warped due to the paint or that thick coats of paint peeled.
They were extremely proud of their boxes, which were taped
to the sides of their desks.
The mailboxes were immediately put to use, holding the
children's incomplete papers.
Most of the children felt
that the boxes helped them to be more organized. A few days
later I noticed that several children began using the mailboxes to hold books, crayons, and toys. These boxes soon
began to fall apart. Some children repaired their boxes;
others did not seem to notice or care.
By April many of the mailboxes had fallen apart. A few
of the ones that had been better taped and used more carefully were still in good condition.
The children realized
that they should have used stronger materials or should have
been more careful in their use. To date, they have not suggested making new boxes.
We discussed the effectiveness of the quiet posters after
they had been up for about two weeks.
The children noted
that the first week they were up there seemed to be more
noise because the children were talking about the posters.
However, once the smaller children knew what the posters
said, the class felt there was a slight improvement. This
slight improvement did not last long, but the children were
not discouraged.
The principal was extremely enthusiastic
about the posters and asked the children to make more for
the other corridors.
The class became involved in classroom jobs after I received a faculty bulletin discussing some of the poor housekeeping habits that many of us teachers have! I mentioned
this bulletin to the children and they expressed a need to
clean our room. They identified the following problems:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Bookshelf needs straightening.
Papers all over the floor.
Dusty windows.
Erasers need cleaning.
Chalkboards are dirty.
Game pieces on the floor.
Pencils on the floor.
Desks are dirty inside and top.
Piano is dirty.
Desk rows are crooked.
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The class made a list of all the possible classroom jobs
that were either being done or should be done in the room:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

board eraser
dusting
book shelves
board washing
Lite Brite (a game with pieces)
math bulletin board
passing out folders
cleaning the trays under the boards
paper passer
floor monitor
erasers
counter
interest centers
paints
paper box
paint brushes
water carriers (for painting)
wash desk tops (once a week)
junk person
chair arranger (keeping them pushed in)
record players
shades
messenger.

The children were very excited about the jobs and began
volunteering for various jobs. I pointed out that most
children wanted the same jobs and that I felt that I could
not choose a child because I did not know who would be best
We discussed how reasons such as "I want the
for the job.
job" or "I like the job" were not enough to insure that the
best qualified worker got the job. The children agreed and
decided that more information on each job was required beThe class made the
fore it could be assigned to someone.
following list of needed job information:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Name of job
What to do on job
How often job needs to be done
Wherrjob needs to be done
Anything extra.

The class spent several weeks writing job descriptions.
They divided into five groups, each group writing approxi-

mately four job descriptions. When these were completed,
they were shared with the rest of the class.
Revisions,
deletions, and/or additions were made. The class's final
list of descriptions appears as follows:
Board eraser--erase the boards every day at 3:30 p.m.
Dusting--dust everything on Monday and Wednesday
during free time.
Book shelves-- straighten book shelves on Monday and
Wednesday during free time.
Board washing--wash boards each day at 3:33 p.m.
Lite Brite--put away the Lite Brite pieces each day
at 3:30 p.m.
Math bulletin board--take papers off math board each
day during free time.
Folder passer--pass out folders each morning before
9:00 a.m.
Floor monitor--pick up scraps after art class and
everyday at 3:30 p.m.
Paper passer--pass out paper to students whenever the
teacher says to.
Erasers--clean the erasers Monday and Wednesday at
3:30 p.m.

Trays--Wash the blackboard trays on Monday and Wednes
day at 3:33 p.m.
Counter--straighten the paper counter each day at
3:30 p.m.

Interest centers--straighten centers each day during
free time.
Paints--clean up paints after each use.
Paint brushes--wash brushes and put them away after
each use.

Paper box--keep the "extra work" box neat, done during
free time.

Water carrier--get the water each day at 3:30 p.m.for
plants, and when class paints.
Wash desk tops--wash desk tops when teacher says they
need it.
Junk person--take trash can around room when needed.
Chair arrangerstraighten chairs at the reading table
each day at 3:30 p.m. and whenever necessary.
Record player--take care of the record player when used.
Shades--pull the shades down and up when told.
Messengergo to office with messages when necessary.
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We reviewed all the job descriptions to note any special
job requirements. The children pointed out that those who
rode the bus would not be able to stay late to do the boards.
They also noted the following problems and restrictions:
1.
2.

3.

short people would find it hard to wash the top of
the board,
all class work had to be completed before someone
could do hi job, and
some children would not know where the cleaning
utensils were, such as rags, buckets, eraser
cleaner, etc.

Someone suggested that they write job requirements similar
to the ones found in the "Help Wanted" section of the newspaper.
The children agreed and spent a few days making a
list of "special" job requirements. Their final list appears as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.
22.
23.

Erase boards--tall second or first grader.
Wash boards--tall second grader; a walker (non-bus
rider.)
Water carriers--dependable, strong, second grader.
Clean erasers--dependable, knows how and where.
Dust--work with hands, no allergies.
Shelves--neat, done during free time.
Bulletin boards--tall second grader.
Folders--able to read, able to pass quietly.
Floor-good eyes, likes to be on floor.
Counter--neat piler.
Centers--neat, done during free time.
Trays--quiet, likes water.
Paper box--likes to straighten.
Brushes--dependable, quiet.
Wash desks--fast, good chooser (choose helpers),
done during free time.
Chairs--straighten quietly.
Record player--second grader, knows how to be
careful and use it.
Shades--knows how, careful, sits near them.
Office messenger--dependable, gets work done.
Paints--done during free time, strong, good
straightener.
Lite Brite--done during free time, careful.
Junk man--strong, quiet, eats sooner than others.
Paper passer--quiet, fast, done during free time
too.
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Shades

We discussed how adults got jobs, filling out a job apThe children decided to
plication and being interviewed.
Each
write an application for the jobs that they wanted.
application contained the following information:
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I know I can do this job because
Who knows you can do the job? (Reference)
Signature of applicant.
Date of application.
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I would like to apply for the job of
I think I would be good for this job because

42*-r

Figure C1-7 shows one child's application.

After the applications were completed, we sorted them and
noted that several people had applied for the same job,
while some jobs had ao applications. The children felt that
I should be the one to choose the person in those cases
where more than one person had applied. When I refused, the
class, after a long discussion, decided to make tests for
the popular jobs.
The children first determined what the popular jobs were.
They began looking through all the applications but kept
having to flip back. Finally we decided that we needed to
make a picture of our data. Figure C1-8 shows their resulting bar graph tally. The graph showed that more than one
person had applied for the following jobs:
board eraser
board washer
desk washer
chairs

lovr

folder passer
paper passer
shelves
messenger

144e 8I'4P
Figure C1-8

After looking at the graph, the children made revisions
to the job list. They agreed that the jobs of board eraser
and board washer could have two people working on them. The
problems of desk washer and chairs were resolved without a
test. The children also combined the duties of some of the
jobs, such as having the duster also clean the windows and
having the junk person also clean up after parties.
Tests were then devised for the four jobs of messenger,
shelves, folder passer, and paper passer. Judges for each
test were also selected.

,
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The messenger test consisted of two main tasks:

..._

1.

Each applicant was timed, walking to and from the
principal's office. Judges stood in the hallway
to make sure no one ran. A runner was automatically disqualified.

2.

Each person listened to the teacher tell him a
For example, go to the
list of things to do.
board, get an eraser, take it to the counter, put
it down, go bock to your seat.
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Judges used the forms shown in Figures C1-9 and C1-10 to
record their observations. The timings were done by two
boys who enjoyed using the thtrty-second stopwatch. Because all the applicants did not make any mistakes on the
second task, the child with the shortest walking time got
All the walking times were written on
,..the messenger job.
The children were bet'.'"4,1the board and converted to seconds.
ter able to compare these timings when they were all expressed in seconds. The children who did not qualify for the
messenger job chose a job that.,had not yet been taken.
The test for folder and paper passers consisted of deter-

qmining how long it took the anlicant to pass twenty-three
: 'cards out (one card for each child in the room.) This was
done twice with two different sets of cards. The first set
.of cards had each child's name printed on it. The second
-,set of cards had each child's name written in cursive style.
Again, the two boys timed the two passing times. If a child
made a mistake by giving the wrong card to someone, he was
automatically disqualified. With my assistance each appliThe judges used the
cant's average time was obtained.
forms shown in Figures C1-11 and C1-12 to record their observations. Again, those who did not get the passer job
picked a job that was still available.
The shelves job consisted of only one activity. The applicant was timed on how long it took him to replace all the
(The books were all removed
books neatly on the shelves.
The
judges
used
the form shown in Figure
for this test.)
C1-13 to record their observation. The child who did not
get this cleaning job took the remaining job.
The children greatly enjoyed doing their jobs. The
question of how long each job should last never came up;
each child was just so pleased to have a job that everyone
kept his job until the end of school.
Because the month of May began to get busy with parent
The children were quite
conferences, we concluded the unit.
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satisficd that they had resolved the major problems in the
However, now and then they came up with ways of
classroom.
improving the room still further. The unit is one that
could go on and on.
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LOG ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
by Carol Allen*
Cumberland School, Grades 3,4,5
Lansing, Michigan
(SepteMber 1974-May 1975)

ABSTRACT
After being in school for a few days without any established class procedures and rules, this combination class of
third/fourth/fifth-graders talked about how the classroom
was running. Agreeing that there were many disruptions that
could have been avoided if there had been class rules, the
children decided that the room would be easier to manage if
they had some input into the establishment of the classroom
rules and procedures. After more discussion about problems
during the day, the children identified three main areas in
which they should work: establishment of classroom jobs,
development of classroom rules and election of a class government. Working every day on the challenge, the class divided into three main groups. As the need to tackle other
problems arose, other small groups evolved, namely an election committee, a scheduling group, a noise group, and a
newspaper group. By spring many groups had completed their
tasks. The class was satisfied that the room was running
smoothly, so one final group was established to oversee
these procedures.

During the year I worked with approximately fifty-five
children in a combination third/fourth/fifth-grade teamThe composition of my class was altered
teaching situation.
twice, but many of the original group members remained with
me throughout the year.
After being in school for a few days the class and I beBecause no
gan to talk about how our classroom was run.
classroom procedures or rules had yet been established, we
discussed what would happen if we continued to operate our
room in this manner. The children quickly pointed out the
need for some sort of organization in order that the room
run smoothly. Several children offered samples of disruptive behavior that had occurred recently and that could
have been prevented had there been classroom rules. We
Most
talked about who established the classroom procedures.
of the children felt that it was the teacher who controlled
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the day-to-day activities in the classroom. However, someone suggested that perhaps the class would be easier to manage if the children had some influence in establishing the
classroom rules and procedures. Because many children
agreed with this suggestion, I asked the class to think of
ways to make our classroom run smoothly. The class became
very excited over the prospect of having some influence on
classroom procedures; we divided into small groups to brainstorm ideas.
The children identified three ways they could help establish and maintain a smooth running classroom. Their ideas
included the establishment of (1) a government (class officers), (2) classroom rules, and (8) classroom jobs. The
children subsequently divided into these three main groups.
Later they broke into still smaller groups.
During the course of unit activities small groups were
constantly forming and dissolving, depending upon the current need for further investigations. Many times, too,
children were involved in more than one small group. Although many of the groups worked concurrently during the
year, this log documents each group's activities one at a
time in order to provide continuity. During the year the
following groups remained operative for a good length of
time:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Rules/penalties
Election group
Council
Court
Police
Jobs group
Newspaper group
Scheduling
Noise pollution

Rules/Penalties Group

The rules group spent several days compiling a list of
rules which they felt should be enforced in the classroom.
When the children finished, they realized that many of the
rules they had listed were extraneous, and they weeded these
The children also compiled a list of penalties to levy
out.
on those who violated the class rules. The children agreed
that there were three degrees of penalties: mild, medium,
The rules and penalties were listed on a
and terrible.
ditto, and the following day the list was distribut(J to the
1
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Rules

Penalties

No writing in or on the
desks
No swearing

Sit in corner

Raise hand to speak
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class for opinions and criticisms. Figure C2-1 shows the
group's survey.
The group tallied the responses when all the surveys were
returned. The children felt that the survey results were
not valid because many children had not responded Irrectly.
Rather than circling only those rules and punishMents
thought to be unfair, many children had circled all the
rules and punishments. The rules group decided to design a
new survey, adding some different rules and asking the respondent to circle those rules that he felt were needed to
Again, when the surmaintain a smooth-Tunning classroom.
veys were returned, the responses were tallied.
The rules group decided that in order for a rule or penalty to be adopted in the classroom, it had to receive 507.
endorsement from the class. Because none of the rules or
penalties obtained the necessary votes, the group spent
several more days revising the list. The children finally
realized that they would never obtain a 50% endorsement of
every rule and penalty. Therefore, they settled for those
which received the most votes. The final list of rules and
penalties was posted in the room and appear as follows:
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No yelling
No talking back to
teacher

No writing in books
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No fighting

No stealing

Miss two days physical
education; go to office
Miss five minutes of
physical education
Miss physical education;
sit in corner
Sit in corner during
physical education for
two days
Sit in corner during
physical education
Miss physical education;
talk with teacher; sit
in corner
Miss physical education;
talk with teacher; sit
in corner
Sit in corner
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Later, when the court was established, the chairman of
the rules committee and the court judge decided upon the defendant's penalty. The above penalties were later replaced.
(See Court section.)
A week after the rules group established the above classroom rules and penalties, one major problem occurred which
The children
was not covered by the rules, gum chewing.
spent several days debating ways to regulate gum chewing in
Several children wondered if gum was even allowed
the room.
in school. These children talked with several teachers and
discovered that gum chewing was an individual teacher's decision, but it was soon to be submitted as a school rule.
The group consulted me and I told them that if rules could
be established and obeyed, chewing of gum was all right in
The group wrote the following rules for gum chewour room.
ing:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Chew your gum wisely. Don't play with it.
Don't chew loudly.
Keep it (gum) in your mouth.
Put it (gum) in paper to throw away.
Don't blow bubbles.
Don't spit it (gum) on the floor.

The group agreed that violators would be asked to throw
their gum away.
At the beginning of January the rules and penalties group
ceased to exist. Their duties of rules and penalty revisions
were turned over to the class council.
Election Group
The children interested in establishing a class government discussed the functions of government and how the ofSeveral children were inficials were elected to office.
terested in setting up a class election to elect class ofOthers were interested in the duties of the juficials.
dicial branch of government. These children decided to set
up a court to handle disruptive behavior in the room. Not
knowing really where to begin, the children decided to do
some research in the library on what officials were needed
to run a government and how the judicial and elective processes of government worked.
After two weeks of library research, the children investigating elected government officials made a list of officials they felt were needed to help run the classroom. They
presented this list to the rest of the class.
IA.
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governor
lieutenant governor
secretary
treasurer
council members
judges
district attorney
lawyers to act as defenders
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A survey was designed and circulated to determine the need
for all the positions.
Figure C2-2 shows the group survey.
The class agreed to all the positions except treasurer; this
position was eliminated.*
The group researching the election process learned about
primary elections and nominating petitions. Using this information, they wrote election rules. Their rules were as
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Only children in sections D, E, and F of the
room can vote in the primary and final elections.
(14y team teacher had sections A, B, and C.)

2.

This election is for the following positions:
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governor
lt. governor
secretary
two judges
district attorney
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3.

Each person seeking an office (governor, lt. governor, etc.) must be nominated by obtaining ten
signatures only frou students in sections D, E, F.
Parents and teachers are not allowed to sign these
petitions. Also, a student cannot sign more than
one petition for the same official position.

4

Only children ages nine to twelve can run for
office.

5.

Each child can vote only once.
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Figure C2-2

The above rules were read aloud to the class at the next

I 1

4.

*The children might make a bar graph of the number of "yes"
answers to the survey questions.
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meeting. The class, by hand vote, approved all the rules
except the third one. Many third graders felt it was unfair
that eight-year-olds could not run for office. The class
agreed that this was not fair and the minimum age requireBlank petitions were
ment was lowered to eight years old.
handed out to show all those interested in running for office. Figure C2-3 shows a blank petition.
While they waited for the return of the petitions, the
government group discussed how frequently class officials
should be changed. The children could not agree, so they
decided to survey the class. The survey and some results
are shown in Figure C2-4.
After several weeks the election committee noted that petitions were not flooding in. Announcements were made for
more people to run for office. The third graders were especially encouraged to run since few had yet done so. Several days later a few more petitions were returned. The
election committee decided to go ahead with the primary
election.
Before preparing the ballots, the signatures on each petition were checked to make sure they were not forged and
did not appear on another petition. Figure C2-5 shows the
The committee agreed on voting
final ballot they devised.
procedures and the date for the primary election:
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Primary election will be held on Tuesday,
October 8, 1974.
Voters will be called one by one to vote.
A list of all eligible voters will be made.
Before a voter enters the voting booth, his
name will be crossed off the eligibility list.

They also designed and constructed a voting booth; one
child's design is shown in Figure C2-6.*
On election day the voting went fairly smoothly. Two
makeshift booths had to be quickly set up because the committee soon discovered that calling voters one by one took
longer than they had anticipated. The voting was completed
on the following day. Another problem that the committee
discovered was that many children did not know what they
were voting for and had to be given a quick explanation.
Also, several children did not want to vote. Despite these

IC
-2.2.3

*The children might measure the children in the class to
find the best height for the table in the voting booth.
They may then be referred to the "How To" Card set, "How
to Make a Bar Graph Histogram."--ED.
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small complications the committee was satisfied that the
election was successful. Since most of the election committee members were running for an office, the group had a noncandidate count the ballots. Figure C2-7 shows one child's
tally of the ballots.* The primary election results were
announced at the end of the day.
For the remaimihg part of the week the election committee
prepared ballots for the final election, arranged to hold
the election in an empty room next door, and set up more
voting booths (desks with propped up tops). They also decided to have campaign speeches so that everyone would know
who was running for what position. Figure C2-8 shows one
child's campaign speech.
The final election was held on October 15, 1974. The
eight voting booths were open from 11 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. to
allow the voters to go whenever they had time during this
half hour. This procedure proved to be very efficient because the voting was completed in twenty minutes. The ballots were taken home that same day by an election committee
member and the results were announced the following day.
The newly-elected officials spent several weeks researching
the duties of each official.
The election committee next proceeded to set up an election for the council representatives. They spent several
weeks requesting children to run for council. They decided
that sections D and F could elect three councilmen, while
section E could elect only two since section E contained
Just before the election, about half of
only eight people.
the class had the opportunity to go to the state cal.ital
Those
to observe the House of Representatives in session.
children who were interested in running for council returned
with a better understanding of what a council did. The counSeven
cil election took place on Tuesday, November 5, 1974.
representatives were elected.
Council

The newly-formed council, comprised of the class officers
and council representatives, met the first Tuesday after the
council representative election. I met with the group and
together we decided that the council's prime responsibility
was to assist me in coordinating all the groups. The group
spent the first session confirming the chairmen of the existing groups.
*The children might check for possible errors by finding
the total number of votes cast for each office.--ED.
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In the ensuing months, however, the council became predominantly occupied with revising and making new classroom
Eventually, the rules and penalties groups were
rules.
abolished, and the responsibilities of these two groups were
The council also had the power to set
given to the council.
up special groups to study current problems. For example,
the council felt that there should be no gum chewing in the
room because the members had seen many children break the
gum-chewing rules which essentially stressed chewing one's
In order to provide evidence of these occurgum wisely.
rences, the group appointed the newly-formed survey group
to do an observation survey. After five days of observation
the survey group reported that thirty-five children had
violated the gum-chewing rules. The council unanimously
voted to abolish gum chewing in the roam. This new rule was
announced to the class.
Noting the abundance of campaign posters still plastered
all over the classroom walls, the council asked the survey
group to determine the usefulness of the signs. The survey
group conducted the survey and reported the results to the
pollution group. The pollution group, in turn, made up new
rules regarding hanging signs and posters in the room. The
rules were as follows:
1.
2.
3.

No more than two posters per candidate.
Poster had to be removed prior to election day.
No defacing of posters.

These rules were submitted to the council for approval.
By April the council was barely functioning. The children wanted to hold another election to elect new class
officers and representatives, but I reminded them that
because the council did not have defined duties, its role
in managing the classroom was pretty nonexistent. A group
of eight children volunteered to write a list of council
The list included the following:
duties.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make new rules.
Revise rules.
Issue permits to groups to try out new ideas.
With teacher's help, control police force; for
example, appoint and fire police.
5. Attend all class meetings.
6. Listen to all points of view.
7. Contribute to discussion.
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When the group presented their ideas to the class, the class
voted them down, saying the room was already running smoothly without the council. The ccolncil therefore was not revived.

Court

The children who were interested in the judicial branch
of government felt that a court was a natural way to deal
with people who broke the rules. The children agreed upon
those court cfficials necessary to hold court, but they did
not have enough background to outline the duties of each
court official. Their list of officials included a judge,
a district attorney, a pool of lawyers, and a jury.
The children spent several weeks in the library looking
up court official roles and court procedures. When they did
not find enough details in reference books, the children
questioned their parents. From her father one girl received
quite a detailed explanation that she shared with the group.
However, they discovered they did not understand the terminology and spent many hours looking up words in the dictionary. They finally decided that the only way they could
really understand court procedures was to see a court in
session.
The group persuaded one parent to help them arrange a
visit to a court in session. After several weeks of planning and calling, the court group and the newly-elected officials (judges, district attorney, and governor) visited a
court session in mid-October. Before going they compiled a
list of what to observe, including the following questions:
How is the room arrangei?
What does the judge do?
What does the district attorney do?
What do the lawyers do?
What other people are involved?
After this visit to court, the group decided to set up a
mock trial to have the officials practice their roles. Because they still had not set up definite procedures to follow, the mock trial was a flop. The officials were still
The group finally decided
unsure of what their duties were.
to write down the duties of each court participant. The
following list shows those duties:

W:Unesses:
1.
2.

Sic down quietly. Wait for the lawyer to call
you up to the box (witness stand).
Answer all the questions that you can. Don't
say something against someone just because he
may be your enemy.

Jury
1.
2.

3.

Listen quietly to the crime.
Decide who's guilty and who's not guilty.
Gives slip of paper (verdict) to district
attorney, who gives it to the judge.

Lawyers
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Before he comes to court, he thinks of ques
tions to ask witnesses, defendant, plaintiff.
Sits at designated desk upon entering court.
Gets ready to question.
When judge calls him, he can question.
He questions the witnesses, defendant, and
plaintiff.

Judge and Head of Punishment Group
1.
2.

Examine the sheet of paper from jury.
Together they decide the punishment.

The group decided upon the following court rules.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

The defendant and plaintiff each have a
lawyer.
The district attorney and defendant pick the
jury after volunteers have submitted their
names (names placed in a box and six names
drawn).
The jury alone decides who is guilty or not
guilty.
Lawyers can have as much time as they need to
ask questions.
The police can remove spectators from court
if they are fooling around or are too noisy.
The jury has to pay full attention to the
court proceedings.
1 rj
h.
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Next, the group got together with the police group to decide on arrest procedures. They agreed upon the following
procedures.
1.
2.

Each offender receives one warning before
brought to court.
Police gives ticket to offender. Copy of
ticket goes to district attorney who in turn
makes court arrangements with the offender
and his lawyer.

The court group spent several weeks trying out different
arrangements for the court. Setting up court in an adjacent
room proved to be too inconvenient and time-consuming. They
eventually found a permanent place in the classroom where
The children obtained
the court could be quickly set up.
permission to borrow the American and Michigan flags from
Signs were made to remind
the Girl Scouts meeting room.
court participants of their roles and to remind the specta(In the beginning the whole class was
tors to be quiet.
required to observe each court session. Later the class was
welcomed but not required to attend.) The court was
arranged as follows.

Michigan Penalty Group
Chairman
Flag

American Flag

Judge
I.

witnessj

String
String

[Lawyer

Listrict

Defendanl

Recorderi

Attornex_
umPolice Officer

During the month of November the court began to hold sesCourt began with the judge asking the defendant if
If the defendant pleaded
he pleaded guilty or not guilty.
guilty, the judge and punishment group chairman decided on
a penalty and no trial was necessary. Possible penalties
included the following:
sions.

1

*I
j

1.

2.

Stay
down
Stay
will

in from physical education. Put head
on desk.
in from physical education to write, "I
not disobey the rules," seventy-five

times.
3.

Stay in from physical education to write, "I
will not disobey the rules," fifty times.

The judge and chairman agreed that a penalty would be
less severe for a person who pleaded guilty than for a person who pleaded innocent and was later found guilty by the
jury.

During the ensuing months, court procedures and rules constantly underwent revisions; most of the time decisions were
Major changes that occurred
made in the midst of a session.
over the months were:
1.

2.

3.

The children soon
A second court was formed.
discovered that witnesses and the defendants
soon forgot the details of the incident because
the trial took place several days later. The
court group spent several weeks juggling court
officials and the witnesses. Many times one
witness was needed in both courts. The children
decided they needed a list of when the trial would
be held, who the lawyers were, what court the
trial would be held in, and who the jury would be.
The selection of the jury was revised. Rather
than relying on volunteers, the names of all the
children in the room were put into a can. Fifteen names were drawn for each court. From these
fifteen nares the district attorney and lawyer
chose six to act as the jury for a trial, carefully discarding friends of the defendant.

Under the
Court procedures became more formal.
newly-revised procedures, court began with the
The jury and witnesses
pledge of allegiance.
A
chalkboard
was brought into
were sworn in.
For
each
case
the
following
was recorded
court.
on the board:
a. defendant's name
b. the charge against the defendant

12S
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c.

d.
e.

The lawyers gave a summary of the trial before
The
the jury left to decide upon a verdict.
jury had to be in total agreement on the verdict /Jr a new trial with a new jury was called.
The defendant's sentence was determined by the
judge, punishment group chairman, and the teacher.
The jury could only recommend punishments.
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With one group setting up a court to handle misbehavior
and another group making classroom rules, several children
felt the room needed a police force to enforce the rules.
Many children wanted to be policemen but no one wanted to
organize the force. After five children participated in a
four-hour program on criminal justice put on by the city
police department, they designed an application form (See
Figure C2-9.
A week later thirty-five interested children returned
I pointed out to the group that thirtytheir applications.
five police officers to watch fifty-five children seemed
set higher
excessive. The children agreed and decided to
eleven
After
behavior
records
were
checked,
standards.
names were placed on a ballot and the class voted for six.
Four boys and two girls were chosen for the first six-week
term.
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The police force met with the court group to decide on
arrest and reporting procedures. They also obtained from
the rules group a list of the classroom rules. The officers
wrote these rules on paper and carried them everywhere.
Figure C2-10 shows the ticket given to a violator.
During the months of December and January the police
force began to cause problems in the classroom. Some of the
problems included the following:
1.
2.

eeN.kesi ky
Figure C2-10
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The police did not report friends.
Inconsistent reporting--one week no one was
reported, another week everyone was.

3.

4.

Children complained that the police were spying
on them.
The police were misbehaving and not getting
reported.

We got together as a total class to discuss the problem
of the police force. Unfortunately, it was a disaster.
The
class was split into two factions, and nobody would listen
to one another or to me.
The discussion became so heated
and unreasonable that I finally decided to suspend the court,
council, and police until we could figure out a solution to
the police problem.
For several days the class did not do much.
With the police force disbanded pressure eased and once again we
tackled the problem. The class had been studying U.S. history.
The children decided that the class needed a Bill of
Rights. They decided on the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Right to be notified immediately when reported.
Right to have a lawyer.
Right to remain silent and not give evidence
against self.
Right to be protected against police abuse.
Right to be protected against police getting in
desks and taking belongings.
Right to speak freely in council.
Right to speak freely about beliefs.
Right to have freedom of press.
Right to be equal.
Right to vote on rules and officers.
Right to be protected against people lying
about them.
Right to be treated with dignity and respect.
Right to be assured of fair selection and
control of police.

They also
The class agreed unanimously on these rights.
agreed that a police force was a good idea but that the police needed training.
They felt that anyone could go
through the training but that final selection was up to me.
Included in the training vere the following guidelines:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Honesty in reporting
Show respect
Tell person reported
Give warning for minor offenses
Tell right,
LI
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6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Be fair
Know rules
Rules of evidence
How to tell if a rule is broken
Using good judgment.

The children then agreed upon the following revised classroom rules:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

No fighting.
No running.
No shouting.
All school property should be cleaned at the
end of the day.
Do not disturb other people.
Gum and candy is allowed but if gum, candy,
or wrappers are found anywhere but in the
wastebasket, the whole class is suspended
from the privileges for one week.
Bathroom and drinks allowed anytime except
when teacher is giving directions.

At the beginning of February, I worked with twenty children who wanted to be On the police force. We thoroughly
discussed the class Bill of Rights and the class rules.
Rules for the police force to follow were set. The rules
were as follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Tell the reported person at once.
Don't touch the person.
Don't shout.
Get an adult in event of a fight.
Don't take other's things.
Be polite
Be honest.
Give warnings.
Get witnesses,

The twenty children were given a probation period of one
week. During this period I evaluated each child's preference and made the final selection.
The police training was effective to the point where many
children felt it was too much work to be a policeperson.
Eventually several children dropped out. By the first of
May the children realized that the police and court were no
longer needed because no one was being reported. The chil-
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dren felt that the classroom atmosphere was extremely good,
and so, over a few protests, the police and court were
phased out.
Jobs

The committee on jobs got off to a slow start. They
began by listing all the jobs they felt should be done or
were presently being done in the roam. These jobs included
the following:
blackboards
bulletin boards
chairs (put on desks at
night)
fire drill chief
job inspector
books (straighten)
bathrooms (tidy)
sinks (clean)
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floors (pick up papers,
books, etc.)
physical education equipment
messenger
lights
trash (empty into larger bins)
plants (water)
door holder
audio-visual equipment

The group did not know what to do after the list was made.
After I asked them what the duties of each job included,
Several
they agreed that job descriptions would be helpful.
children began timing how long it took the present job holders to do their jobs. However, this activity soon ceased
when the children realized that no one was limited by time
and that there was always plenty of spare moments when the
children could do their jobs.* The job descriptions took
several days to write.
The committee chose to distribute jobs through job applications. The children examined several job applications
which I had brought in. They decided what information was
important and designed their own form shown in Figure C2-11.
The available jobs were announced to the class, posted on
the bulletin board, and advertised in the classroom paper.
An interested person filled out an application and was interviewed by a committee member. During the interview the applicant was asked why he wanted the job, what he thought the
job work entailed, and what his qualifications were for the
specific job. If the applicant qualified for the job, his
name was recorded on a chart under the appropriate job.

*The group might consider whether the time required for the
job would influence children who were thinking about applying for the job.--ED.
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Naturally, several jobs, such as boards, messenger,
lights and plants, attracted more than one person. The committee agreed that other criteria on which to judge an apThey devised tests for each job to
plicant was necessary.
test the applicant's on-the-job performance. For example,
the blackboard test consisted of erasing and washing the
boards under a watchful eye of a committee member.
After all the jobs had been assigned, the committee
agreed that because it had taken so long to assign jobs,
jobs should change once a month.
After several months the job committee noticed that more
children were not doing their jobs, and those who were doing
During a group discussion the comthem often complained.
mittee learned that their classmates were unhappy over the
job situation because of the following reasons:
1.
2.

3.

Figure C2-12

Jobs last too long.
It takes the committee too long to establish
the job assignment chart.
Same people get the jobs. Job distribution
technique is unfair.

The job committee became very defensive about their activiThey complained that it was hard to get people to do
ties.
some of the more undesirable jobs, such as cleaning floors
and bathrooms. They also claimed that they could not go any
faster in the interviewing, testing, and setting up of the
chart. After considerable discussion the committee consented to allow other children to devise a method of distributing
the jobs while they made a more practical chart (a permanent
chart with changeable name cards).
The following week the new method for job distribution
was explained and shown. Each child who was interested in
a job completed a slip of paper like that shown in Figure
C2-12. The child was to list in order of preference the
Later
jobs he wanted. The slips were all placed in a box.
they were drawn, one by one, from the box. The first person
got his first choice job. The second person got his first
choice job unless it was already taken, in which case he got
his second choice job. This procedure continued until all
the jobs were filled. If some jobs were not filled, another
box, containing the names of the entire class, was used.
The above procedure for assigning jobs was found to be
acceptable. With the new chart the committee agreed that
jobs would rotate every other week.
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Newspaper
In October several children started a classroom newspaper.
The group felt that the paper would keep all the groups informed of what everyone was doing. In addition to group
summary reports, the newspaper contained advertisements for
jobs, announcements of upcoming elections and who the candidates were, reminders to obey the classroom rules, and a
puzzle or fun page.
The first issue came out at the end of October. The
group was not satisfied with it because it was messy and
hard to read. To get more ideas on writing and assembling
the paper, the group, with adult assistance, arranged a trip
to the local newspaper plant. Later, they tnpmved the
legibility of the written edition.
In the spring the newspaper group expanded its circulation to include the lower grades, kindergarten through second.
They organized themselves so that they could get news
from all the classes.
Scheduling

As a result of the changes made in the teaching setup in
late November, the class had to shift some of the children
in order to distribute people evenly among the various
groups.
The newly-formed scheduling group was given the
task of evaluating the existing groups and forming new ones.
The group made a list of the existing groups which included
the following:
council--elected
election--set up elections, set rules for
election
rules/penalty group--make and revise rules,
set penalties (group under council's authority).
police force--elected (only those with no
record of misbehavior)
court--try violators, sets up court
newspaper group--keep all groups informed
jobs group--interview and hire people for jobs,
write job descriptions
The scheduling group then formed the following new groups:
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noise pollution group--cut down classroom
noise
survey group--undertakes surveys for council and
for other groups if so desired,
scheduling group--schedule special meetings,
parties, extra time to work on art projects,
USMES small groups, etc.
records group--keeps records of arrests, trials,
other pertinent class information
bulletin boards--maintain boards up to date.
The scheduling group divided the twelve groups into "A"
and "B" groups. The "A" groups were scheduled to meet Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday mornings. Included in this
group were
council
election committee
rules and penalties group
pollution group
survey group.

The "B" groups were scheduled for the same days but during
the afternoon. These groups included
court
scheduling group
newspaper group
jobs committee
records group
bulletin boards group.

Court was in session on Thursday and Friday mornings and
Thursday afternoons. Friday afternoons were reserved for
class discussions.
The above schedule was put on a ditto and distributed to
everybody at the next class meeting. Following explanations
and questions, each person wrote down which group he wanted
The scheduling group pooled all the requests and
to be in.
after much juggling of people to keep key people in certain
groups, they announced the results after Thanksgiving break.
In January the group had to reschedule all the groups due
to another change in the classroom setup. The afternoon
timf, for group work was eliminated although the morning time
After a one-week trial of
was extended fifteen minutes.
this schedule, the following new schedule was arranged because the court needed more time due to the increased number
of cases:
Li

Monday - Thursday
court--10:00 A.M. - 10:20 A.M.
Friday
10:30 A.M. - 11:00 A.M.
council--10:30 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. Tuesday and Thursday
class discussion--10:00 A.M. - 10:30 A.M. Friday
small groups meet--10:15 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. MondayThursday
In the spring the schPduling group ceased its activity.

Noise Pollution
The noise pollution group evolved in late Novenber after
many complaints about the noise in the room. The group
spent several weeks fumbling around because they did not
know where to begin. They conducted a survey to determine
class opinion of what noise pollution was and ways to contr)1 it. However, they did not know what to do with the
Several children made "quiet" posters, but these were
ta.
not effective. Finally, thoroughly frustrated, they got together with me, and we talked about other ways of tackling
the problem.
The children agreed that perhaps they could make changes
to the room itself to lessen the noise level. Our room is
roughly a large square about the size of four classrooms.
The room can be divided in half by drawing curtains. The
entire room is carpeted. The children felt that the curtains were ineffective and suggested replacing them with
sliding partitions.
The group outlined what they needed to do to obtain the
room partitions:
1. Determine the cost of the partitions, installation costs, etc.
2. Seek permission from the principal and deputy
superintendent in charge of school operations to
investigate the possibility of installing room
partitions.
3. Obtain proof that the room is still noisy with
the curtains.

The group agreed that after they had gathered all the information, they would present it to the deputy superintendent
The group divided
and, if necessary, to the school board.
children
researching partiinto two parts, with half of the
tions and the other half obtaining proof that the room was
noisy.
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The noise group discussed ways of measuring the room
noise. Someone remembered a unit on sound in the language
They
book that we had studied at the beginning of the year.
dug out the book and found a noise level chart in it. They

CoAttnAtkokili.

GYamillefli.
,6'!44.1t

read that ninety-five decibels was the hearing damage level
and that the average classroom noise level was about forty
decibels.
The group looked into ways of getting a sound meter, but
they were quite unsuccessful. One boy wrote the following
letter to the "help" column of the local newspaper.
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Figure C2-13

Our classroom is in need of a sound meter
that measures decibels. Can Help tell us where
we oan borrow one for free? Contact the above
address.
Edward Fubara

They checked the school science department, but there was
none.
They went through the Yellow Pages looking for and
calling businesses that sold or rented sound equipment.
After several weeks of looking they gave up.
While most of the noise group members worked on obtaining
a meter, some group members wrote a letter to a school board
member requesting that he come to the room to note the noise.
A letter was written and the class voted its approval.
The
Figure C2-13 shows a copy of the letter which was sent.
class received no reply.
The partitions group went around the school to note the
different kinds of partitions used in the building. They
discovered that there were two types: a curtain and a vinylThe group talked about which one would
accordion type.
probably keep the most noise out and decided to test each
partition. Several children suggested having people yell on
one side of the closed partition. A tape recorder on the
other side would record the "yelling." Afterwards the group
would decide which yelling was softest. One boy opposed the

idea of yelling because the children could yell louder or
The group decided
softer each time they did the experiment.
to use two tape recorders. One recorder played taped noises
and the other recorded whatever noises came through the
closed partition.
The group spent two days performing the partition test.
They were pleased with their results and descended upon the
principal to share their results and to seek permission to
investigate partition prices. The principal was agreeable
and offered to assist the children in looking up a vinyl
She also offered to call the company to obdoor company.
tain an estimate if the children could tell her how much
partition was needed. The group realized that they really
did not know where the partitions should go and returned to
the room.

A few days later the group visited a place that installed
They returned quite in a state of shock, learning
that it would cost three thousand dollars to replace the
existing curtains with folding partitions. At first the
children thought they could raise this amount of money by
having bake sales and car washes, but after some thought
they realized that this would be impossible. They began to
evaluate seriously whether the need for partitions was absolutely necessary, and if it was, how they could get the
school system to fund such a project. After considerable
debate the children agreed to investigate other things to
walls.

absorb classroom noise.
One idea for absorbing noise was to make art objects from
sound absorbent materials to put on the walls and to hang
from the ceiling. They spent several weeks trying to figure
out ways to test materials. One experiment involved testing
the absorbency of carpet samples with the idea that if carpets were effective in absorbing sounds, they would hang
They used
carpet samples all over the reading corner walls.
two tape recorders, one with prerecorded noises. They covered the microphone with one layer of carpet, played the
noises, and then checked the sound recorder to see how much
of the noise came through.* They kept adding layers of car-

*The children might discuss whether covering the microphones
with carpet sampleu is a suitable test when the carpet is
A small section of a wall might
to be placed on the walls.
be covered with varying amounts of carpet and the noise
level measured a short distance away from the wall. If
there is noticeable reduction in the noise level, the children might estimate the effect of a complete wall covering,
taking into account the distance the different parts af the
carpet would be from the point in question.--ED.
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pets until nothing came through. They discovered that it
would take three layers of heavy shag carpeting to Stop
noise completely. At this point they became frustrated because they knew they could not cover the walls with carpet.
Instead, the children ended up lining the study carrels with
styrofoam cups.
Because the noise group was not successful in obtaining
a sound meter to measure noise levels, the class decided to
pinpoint the times during the day when the room was the
noisiest. We agreed that for several days we should keep
track of the times during the day that people were disturbed
After three and one-half days we got together as
arthers.
arge group to assemble the data. It was discovered that
about 50% neglected to keep records, but we decided to record what we had. They had me put the times of the day on
the board and people raised their hands if they'd been disturbed at that time (or rather in a fifteen-minute period
prior to that time). The tally appeared as follows:

Number who thought

Number who thought

845 a.m. - 49:00 a.m.
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10.00

a.m. - 9:15
a.m. - 9:)0
a.m. - 9:45
a.m. - 10:00
t.m. - 10:15

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

10.45 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
11.00 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.
11:15 a.m. - 11:10 a.m.

Thf 011
1

10
1

1414. 411-0.1414

101

*4.1
101

1041

room was noisy__

Time o( Day

room was act(Ity

12:45 p.n. - 1.00
100 p.m. - 1:15
1:15 p.m. - 130
1:45 p.m. - 2:00
2:00 p.m. - 2:15
2:15 p.m. - 230
2:30 p.o. - 245
2.45 p.m. - 3:00
1:00 p.m. - 115
1.15 p.m. - 1:35

p.m.
p.m.
P.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.a.
P.n.
p.m.
p.m.
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11
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111
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The class agreed that the noisiest times occurred--

1.
2.
3.
4.

when children came into the room
during break
at the beginning of USMES group work
when children left the room.

By this time a lot of people who had not kept records were
So, as a
sorry they had not and wanted to do it again.
chart
and
record
with a
class they decided to each make a
too
noisy
in the
tally mark every time they thought it was
chalkboard so that
I
also
put
a
large
chart
on
the
room.
the aide and I could record our observations.
Three days later the class pooled all the observation data.
Each person reported the number of times during each fifteenminute period for the past two and one-half days he felt it
was too noisy. The final chart appeared as follows:

1
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Number of Times Room was Noisy Over
a Two and One-Half Day Period
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Time of Day

Total Tally

Time of Day

Total Tally
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845 -

9:00

45

12:45 - 1:00

47

14x)- 9115
toss- 4:32

9:00 -

9:15

31

1:00 - 1:15

13

9:15 -

9:30

21

1:15 - 1:30

13

9:30 -

9:45

18

1:30 - 1:45

20

10:o0-1045.

9:45 - 10:00

54

1:45 - 2:00

38

10:45-10130
10:30-10:VS

10:00 - 10:15

17

2:00 - 2:15

18

10:15 - 10:30

19

2:15 - 2:30

20

10:30 - 10:45

24

2:30 - 2:45

35

10:45 - 11:00

21

2:45 - 3:00

30

11:00 - 11:15

20

3:00 - 3:15

12

11:15 - 11:30

41

3:15 - 3:30

53
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We could tell by the chart pretty much when the noisy
times were but 1 asked each of them to make a graph so that
36
when we did the survey again, we could show the comparison
2
in graph form. One child's graph is shown in Figure C2-14.
')I0
All were pleased with their graphs; we spent a few minutes
36
at the end of the hour talking about what the graphs showed.
'30
They decided it showed that most people felt it was too
IA
noisy during coming and going times, during break, and when
53
we changed from subject to subject.
After vacation it was difficult to get the c1ass interest$ 10 ISADw-lb3S-Yoqr$8558,i4r
104;0 wan. ed in doing something about the noise survey results. The
Class finally broke into three groups to work on the times
_.----.,,
that had been identified as being the noisiest.
I3L.30

(...

Figure C2-14
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1. One group tried to figure out a way to keep the
noise down during break without taking breaktime
One suggestion was to have everyone take a
away.
break, including those who had previously tried to
study through this time. A variation of this suggestion was to ban game activities unless the whole
This latter suggestion was
group participated.
accepted and followed with excellent results.
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2. Another group worked on the problem of getting the
safety patrols to enter and exit the room quietly.
They suggested to the class that we have recreational reading from 8:45 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. so that
the patrols could enter during this period, and the
whole class could start regular reading at the same
time without interruption. The class agreed to try
this plan for one week. A checker was posted in
the hall to remind the patrols to enter quietly.
However, as the room was already quiet when they
entered, they automatically cane In without making
much noise. The group passed out a questionnaire
asking whether people felt it was much quieter
when the patrols entered; an overwhelming majority
felt that it was. This procedure was therefore
used when the class came in from lunch. The class
continued this practice until the end of school.
3. A third group worked on the hallway noise problem.
This noise occurred when the classes switched rooms.
The group soon discovered that the other classes
would not cooperate with their suggestions of
lining up and using monitors. The group finally
became discouraged and decided that this problem
was really a teacher's problem. They felt that it
probably did not really littter whether the children
were noisy between classgh because people were not
trying tn do quiet things at that time anyway.
In April the class learned that the school district
wanted to divide our classroom permanently next year.
However, because of the present lack of funds the project
was postponed. I am sure that the partition group had some
effect on this change, having written to the Deputy Superintendent in charge of operations and talking with their
parents at home.
By mid-April, interest in the Classroom Management challenge had waned. The class agreed that at this point the
problem was to maintain the existing groups that helped
manage the classroom. Several tasks were combined so that
they could be managed by those eighteen children who wanted
They formed three gorups:
to continue.
1. noise
2. court, council, police
3. newspaper, jobs

By mid-May the Classroom Management group felt quite
satisfied that they had established and were maintaining
a smooth-running classroom. Discipline was good, the noise
level was lower, and the jobs were being assigned in a fair
way.
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MINI-LOG ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
Noise
by Sandra Baden*
Lafayette School, Grade 4
Washington, D.C.
(September 1974-March 1975)
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During the year I worked with a class of fourth graders
on the noise problem in the classroom. Ulion entering the
classroom one day, I commented on how noisy the room seemed.
(The class
We talked about ways we could lower the noise.
agreed that it would be unrealistic to try to eliminate all
noise.) The children suggested the following ideas:

Level
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Figure C3-1
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ABSTRACT
This resource teacher worked approximetely two hours per
wee* with a fourth-grade class on the noise problem in the
classroom. The class conducted a survey to identify when
the room was the noisiest. The survey required each child
to rate the noise level at one-hour intervals. The rating
scale ranged from one (lowest) to ten (highest). The class
attempted to devise a way to compare noise levels using tape
and sound recorders with socks to muffle the microphone;
however, this experiment failed. The class then decided to
go ahead and make changes in the room. Agreeing that the
room needed more barriers to absorb sounds, the children
designed and constructed two walls made from Tri-Wall and
egg cartons. They also constructed two desk carrels that
were insulated with egg cartons. In order to determine the
nusber of egg cartons needed, the children drew to scale
both the surface to be covered and an egg carton. They then
compared the number of graph paper squares required for the
surface and the number required for an egg carton. The
class was finally visited by a man who took audiometer readings of the sound level in the four corners and center of
the room both with and without the walls and insulated carThe results showed that the egg carton walls had
rels.
reduced the sound level by five to ten decibels.

Ye ry

change the seating arrangement
insulate the study carrels or build new ones
write notes
learn and use Morse Code
use hand signals

*Edited by USMES staff
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Before they could implement any changes, however, the class
agreed that they should try to determine when the room was
noisiest. Also, they agreed that they needed to find some
way to measure the noise level within the room.
The class determined when the room was noisiest by rating
the level at one hour intervals. Noise levels ranged between
one (lowest) to ten (highest). From 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 noon
each child rated on the hour the noise level using this oneto-ten scale.
Figure C3-1 shows one child's chart.
The
individual ratings were then combined on one large form.
Figure C3-2 shows the cumulative class ratings. The class
noted that at 9:00 the room was noisier than at 10:00.* The
children agreed to rate the noise levels again the following
day while making an effort to be quieter.
The class made an attempt to set up a method for comparing noise levels. They used a tape recorder, a sound recorder, and seven socks. Measuring the distance between the
tape recorder and sound recorder (6 feet), the children recorded the sounds from the sound recorder seven times, each
time adding one more sock to cover the microphone.
This
procedure was tried several times, and each time the children felt that there was no difference in noise level between the recording with zero socks and the recording with
seven socks.** The class gave up at this point but offered
the following possible ways to make this method work:
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3.
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Figure C3-2
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Before
cussed
speech
The

Compare sound levels between zero socks to
a large number of socks, say forty.
Change the distance between sound and tape
recorders.
Put new batteries in both recorders.
Try muffling the microphone with other soundabsorbing materials.

we abandoned the noise measurement problem, we disthe possibility of getting Mr. W., an expert on
and hearing, to come and measure the classroom noise.
class was eager to make physical changes in the room

*The children might keep a tally of the number of times the
noise was disturbing during each half-hour period. This
would take into account increases in noise level during
each interval.--ED.
**Some tape recorders have automatic volume controls which
make it impossible to get results from this experiment.
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--ED.
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to lower the noise. Without much discussion they agreed
that some sort of additional walls and insulation on their
desk carrels would be effective. They also agreed that
making carrels for those desks without them ,could also help.
They voted to make two walls, one hanging (from the ceiling)
and one standing, and two carrels for desks, one with insulation on the inside and one with insulation on the outside.
We discussed which materials absorbed sound best and
then chose a material which was effective and readily available. The children quickly ruled out fiber glass insulation
because it was too expensive and because "it gets into your
hands." Another suggestion was the use of sponges. The
class finally voted for my suggestion of egg cartons as
these seemed abundant and cheap.
The children spent several days deciding how many egg
cartons they needed for the carrels and walls. Before breaking into two groups, the class decided that the groups could
easily determine the number of needed egg cartons by the
following procedure:

2-

1.
1

2.
3.

44/ .fr-R 41/2?-1/ ev41 t,ts II or
/

bit

Measure one of the desk carrels to determine
dimensions of the two sides and center. Decide
how big to make the walls.
Measure length and width of an egg carton.
Draw on graph paper a scale picture of carrel
sides and walls and of egg carton. Compare the
number of squares the egg carton occupies with
the total number of squares the wall or carrel
side occupies.

The class measured an egg carton and found it to be twelve
inches by four inches.
The Carrel Group determined that they needed nine cartons
per carrel side. They measured one of the desk carrel sides
and found it to be twenty-four inches by eighteen inches.
Using a scale of one square on the graph paper equals one
inch, the carrel side and an egg carton were drawn accordThe children counted the number of squares the egg
ingly.
carton occupied and compared this amount to the carrel side.
They determined that one side required six full cartons and
six half cartons. One child's drawing is shown in Figure
C3-3.

Figure C3-3

1 .1:1

-A.

1)

The children then measured the carrel center piece and
found it to be twenty-four inches by twenty-four inches.
They drew this center piece on graph paper using the same
They quickly deterscale of one square equals one inch.
mined that the center piece required twelve egg cartons.

I
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Figure C3-4

The children added the number of cartons for the two side
panels to that for the center piece and got a total of thirty
cartons required to insulate a study carrel.
The children glued the egg cartons onto Tri-Wall panels
cut to the dimensions of the carrel. The children noted
that the carrel with the cartons on the inside provided very
little working space. They liked the carrel with the cartons glued on the outside.
The Wall Group decided that walls five feet by five feet
would adequately absorb some of the classroom noise. For
each wall they converted the feet measurements to inches and
then drew the wall to scale on graph paper using the scale
of one square equals four inches. They compared the egg
carton size drawn to the same scale with the wall size and
found that they needed seventy-five egg cartons for each
Figure C3-4 shows one child's scale drawing.
wall.
The children spent several days gluing the egg cartons
onto Tri-Wall pieces. The standing wall was held upright by
MO one-foot-square Tri-Wall "feet" attached by slotting the
The children glued the cartons with the flat side
wall.
The completed wall looked so nice that they decided
down.
to put seventy-five additional cartons on the other side of
the wall. One group of children decided to make another
One child comstanding wall to be placed near the door.
mented that all the sound would be absorbed and trapped inside; at the end of the year he would open all the cartons,
and we would be able to hear all the noise made since the
wall was constructed!
The children next tackled the hanging wall. They spent a
considerable amount of time debating how to connect all the
cartons. One of the ideas involved punching holes in the
cartons and stringing them together. The children looked at
They decided that a
all the cartons and vetoed this idea.
more efficient way would be to use a large needle and yarn
and "sew" the cartons together. Working in the Design Lab,
they spent two days sewing five columns of egg cartons together. In assembling the wall, they sewed the first Ywo
They left the rerows together with very heavy string.
The
hanging wall looked
maininb thirteen rows hanging free.
like the drawing in Figure C3-5.
Because the wall was fairly delicate, the children felt
that it should be hung in a fairly permanent place. The
children agreed that they needed to determine the weight of
the wall in order to decide where it could be hung. Three
ideas were suggested on ways to weigh the wall:

Figure C3-5
t./
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1.

2.
3.

Weigh two people, then weigh them again holding
the wall. The wall weight equaled the difference between the total weight and the weight of
the two children.
Tie the wall to the scale.
Weigh one egg carton, then multiply by seventyfive.

One group of children tried the first method of weighing.
Most of the class decided that the third method was easiest.
Someone noted that some of the cartons were made from styrofoam and others made from cardboard. The class appropriately
altered their plan.
They decided to weigh each type of egg
carton and multiply each by the appropriate number contained
on the wall.
The children weighed each type of egg carton to determine
the total weight of the wall. The cardboard carton weighed
The
two ounces; the styrofoam carton weighed half an ounce.
children made a chart to record the number of styrofoam and
Their resultcardboard cartons there were in each column.
ing chart appeared as follows:
styrofoam

cardboard
column
column
column
column
column

1
2
3
4
5

TOTAL

13
13
13
14
13

2

66

9

2
2
1
2

To obtain the total wall weight, they added the total of 66
cardboard cartons times 2 oz. (132 oz.) to 9 styrofoam carThe total weight obtained was
tons times 11 oz. (41/2 oz.).
They did not have any problems with the above mul1361/2 oz.
tiplication but did have trouble converting the ounces to
One child finally drew sets of sixteen and counted
pounds.
Rounded off to the nearest
the number of sets in 1361/2 oz.
ounce, the weight of the wall was determined to be eight and
one half pounds.
The class agreed to hang the wall against a classroom
wall when it was discovered that the carton wall was too
long to be suspended from the ceiling in the middle of the
(Tall people would bump into it.)
room.
In the process of moving the hanging wall from the Design
The
Lab to the classroom, many of the cartons fell off.
e
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children rebuilt the wall using heavy twine in place of yarn.
In order to thread the needle, they used a piece of wire,
first attaching the twine to the wire and poking the wire
through the needle hole. A recalculation of the weight of
the wall was necessary because the children decided to alternate rows of styrofoam and cardboard cartons.
In March Mr. W. arrived to measure the noise levels in
the classroom. He talked about the various parts of the
ear, what their functions were, how sound travelled through
air, how it was measured, and the noise levels of various
sounds, such as whispers, a jet engine, etc.
Using an audiometer, Mr. W. measured the sound level in
the four corners and the center of the room, both with and
without the standing and hanging walls. Figure C3-6 shows
the measurement results before and after the walls. All
measurements were taken at the children's ear level. The
children noted that the walls did have a slight effect in
lowering the noise level. Mr. W. noted that the center of
the room was the noisiest area. The children greatly enjoyed the visit and agreed that something should be done
about the noise at the center of the room. They moved one
standing wall and several of the carrels toward the center
to reduce the noise level. In addition, the children decided to move a wall near the lockers so that the noise
would not bounce off them.
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MINI-LOG ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
Classroom Economic System
by Robert Ferias*
Adams School (Grade 6)
Lexington, Massachusetts
(September 1972-June 1973)
(September 1973-June 1974)

ABSTRACT
This sixth-grade class worked every afternoon in setting
up classroom jobs and a banking system, based on play money,
in response to their desire to keep the classroom in good
order. The children agreed on a weekly allowance and then
listed all the possible things in the room that they could
purchase with this money. This list included supplies as
well as privileges. The price of an item was based on its
overall desirability, as determined by having each child
rate all the items from most to least desirable. The individual ratings were tallied onto one chart, and the tota/
votes per rating were weighted with points. By multiplying
the points by the number of votes for each rating, and
adding up the totals for each rating, the children obtained
a total score for each item. By comparing each item's total
score, the children assigned prices accordingly. The class
also made a list of classroom jobs and their responsibiliThe desirability of each job was again determined
ties.
through individual ratings, and the class agreed on salaries based on each job's total score. The length of time
the job should last, fair ways to distribute jobs, and the
determination of who should levy fines and inspect jobs
were also dealt with.

A banking system has been part of my classroom routine
The classes have,established the system
for several years.
in basically the same manner each year. This log includes
documentation from two classes (1972-73 and 1973-74) with
the major portion from the latter year.
The problem of keeping the room clean during the 19731974 year arose after several physical changes had been
made in the classroom in response to the challenge of making
the classroom a better place to learn and be in. The children talked about ways to keep the room in good order and
Many
the consensus was that classroom jobs were necessary.
children, however, were not too enthusiastic over the idea
The class discussea ways to make
of being assigned a job.

*Edited by USMES staff
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Figure C4-1

the jobs more appealing and everyone agreed upon one incenImmediately, the idea of a miniature economy
money!
tive:
in the classroom arose. The children became quite excited.
We talked about money first. The children agreed that
the money would be used to buy class supplies and privileges,
such as extra drinks at the water fountain. Several children wondered how we could raise enough money to begin the
classroom economy. Before the suggestions of bake sales,
car washes, etc., could get out of hand, I suggested the
use of play money. The class immediately agreed that play
money would certainly be more practical than real money.
The class debated whether to use the Monopoly game money or
to make their own and they decided to make their own. The
problems of counterfeits and the storage of money were
To prevent counterfeits, the class felt that my
raised.
signature should be on each hill. A sample dollar bill from
the 1972-73 class is shown in Figure C4-1. To handle
amounts of less than one dollar, the students also made
quarter, dime, nickel, and penny bills. A committee was set
up to make the designs for each denomination.
We talked extensively on ways to prevent money from being
stolen from the banker's box. Many elaborate designs for
burglar alarms as well as vaults were offered. Finally
after much time had elapsed someone announced that all these
elaborate safety devices were ridiculous because the money
had value only for the children in this class and everyone
in the class would 'know about the alarm systems! The class
agreed and decided that trust was the best solution to the
whole problem.
Many questions and issues surfaced as we began organizing
the classroom economy, and so we decided to list everything
that had arisen so far.
Classroom jobs
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

What kind of jobs need to be done in the classroom?
How much salary should each job be paid?
How should the jobs be assigned?
How long should the person hold the job?
Who and how should it be judged whether a job
was well done or not?

1"u
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Money
1.

2.

How
are
for
How

much allowance should everyone get? What
our needs? What prices should be charged
purchasable items?
can we prevent money from being stolen?
-

The class felt that a logical point at which to start
would be to establish the amount of the weekly allowance.
Many amounts were suggested and pretty soon the children
realized that the amount was very arbitrary because prices
MOney Sucve.7
for purchasable items had not yet been established. Each
child wrote down what he/she felt was a suitable allowance
QfN,hout Lo,eekly
per week. This survey revealed that most felt $4 per week
a 1101410CA. Shapl ad bS Iplc\lapfwas
adequate.
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children felt there were not many things they could
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pencils
rulers
erasers
crayons
scissors
notebooks

paper
folders
pens
drinks at the water fountain
fines (e.g., buy one's way
out of staying after school)

The class tried to establish the price of the above items
by determining what percentage of the $4 allowance each of
them was willing to spend for one item. A survey similar
to the one made in 1972-1973 was designed and distributed
(see Figure C4-2 for the 1972-1973 survey).
Unfortunately,
once the surveys were tallied the children could not deal
with the data because many in the class did not have a true
understanding of decimals and percentages and therefore did
not respond to the survey properly.*

*During a math period the class could be introduced to percentages and decimals.
The class could recheck individual
surveys to determine if all the percentages that each respondent checked on the survey totaled 100%. A tally of
the class survey results could be obtained and the median
percentage for each item found.
(If the total of the
medians did not add up to 100%, some adjustment could be
made.) The children could then multiply the median percentage for each item by $4 to determine the cost of each
item.--ED.
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To get the class thinking of other factors that determined price levels, I asked the children how dhey thought
Responses inthe price of movie tickets was determined.
cluded the theater owner and the film producer. We talked
about how these people naturally wanted to make a sizable
profit. What would happen if they set the price of one
ticket at $267 The children immediately responded that no
I then asked what would happen if
one could afford to go.
The children readily
each ticket were only ten cents.
agreed that for the consumer it would be a good deal, but
for the movie theater owner and film producer this fee would
The class soon realized that the
hardly cover the expenses.
consumer and producer indirectly agree on a fair price. The
children also understood the principle that high demand inflated the price of an item.
With the above discussion in mind, the children returned
to their original problem of setting prices for the items.
The class recognized the need to determine the desirability
of each item before setting prices. To obtain this rating,
each child listed the eleven items in order of personal desirability with the most desirable item being number one and
The individual ratthe least desirable item number eleven.
ings were tallied on the board; the items were listed and beside these items, eleven columns were made for the various
ratings. Zigure C4-3 shows the totals of each of the posibpon examining the total chart, the children realtions.
ized they could not rate the items because they had such
varying opinions of which items were most and least desirable.

Every child did not include all eleven
items in his rating because the total
votes vary from item to item. In order
to compare ratings for the different
items by using total scores, everyone
must rate all eleven items. However,
the children could discuss how much
difference it would make if the total
number of votes differed by one, two,
or three votes. The children might
also draw a slope diagram that would
compare the ratios of tota/ scores to
number of children rating each job.
They might find the average rating
for each job by dividing the total score
by the number of people voting.

I told the children that perhaps we could weight each
rating by giving it points, for example, assigning the most
desirable item eleven points, the second most desirable item
By multiplying the points by the number
ten points, etc.
of votes for each rating, the children could get a general
average of all the opinions. The children thought this was
Some debate arose as to whether wc should give
a good idea.
one or eleven points to the most desirable item. The class
reasoned that both ways would involve the same amount of
Since they were divided in their opinion, the chilwork.
dren decided to have half the class assign eleven points to
the most desirable item while the other half would assign
In the end the class would compare the results.
one point.
The children agreed that the results of both should be exactly opposite (i.e., the most desirable item would have
the greatest total in one case and the least in the other).
Following several days of calculating the children arrived at the totals shown in Figure C4-4. As soon as the
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Total Points For Each Item

desivthle.
Ordered from lowest to

Eleven points equal
most desirable.
Ordered from highest

hioest.

to lmmst,

Notebooks

90

222

Folders

91

245

One pant equals cost
Item

'I29'*

219

Fines

119

Nms

123

201

Scissors

136

200

Cm

162

174

Drinks

171

164

Rulers

184

128

Pencils

224

112

Eraser

224

112

Pa er

236

66

ons

(165)

76

Figure C4-4

Numbers in parentheses indicate the
correct number. The children's tota/
was due to an error in arithmetic
computation.

totals were listed on the board, the children immediately
For example, notebooks received ninety
noted discrepancies.
points when one point equaled most desirable but did not
receive the most points when eleven points equaled most desirable. The class spent several days looking for the
errors. Finally someone noted that the total votes for each
item were not the same, meaning that not everyone had included all eleven items in his ranking. Later, the class
rerated the items making sure that all eleven items were ineluded in the rating.
In order to assign a price for each item, the class decided to use the price of a drink of water as a basic price
to determine other item prices. The class agreed that
twenty-five cents for a drink was reasonable. The children
felt that no one would use his total four-dollar allowance
on drinks along because sixteen drinks per week would be a
great amount for someone to buy. The children felt that
eight drinks, or two dollars worth, was quite reasonable,
thereby leaving two dollars for discretionary spending.
Keeping in mind the two dollar discretionary spending money
and the item's rating, the class agreed on the prices of
items. Sample prices appear below.

Item
pencils
folders
pens
scissors
paper

Price
$1.00
$2.00
$1.75
$1.50
$ .05 per sheet

The 1972-73 class, following a similar item rating, appointed a committee to set the prices according to the
item's degree of desirability. These prices were then submitted to the class for final approval. The survey shown
The
in Figure C4-5 shows the committee's suggested prices.
returned surveys showed that all but two prices were satisThe survey totals are shown below. The prices of
factory.
tape and pencils were later lowered after a class discussion.
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We next dealt with the problem of jobs. The children
began by making a list of chores that needed to be done in
This list included the following jobs:
the c lassroom.
librarian
board keeper
art director
window keeper (regulate room temperature)
supply director (distribution of paper, books, etc.)
cleaners (reading corner, shelves, floor, wastebasket,
coat closet, and chest of drawers)
card keeper (math cards)
lunch counter .
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anew:lance recorder
news director
banker
desk keeper (teacher's desk)
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As the children thought about the specific responsibilities of each job, many could see an overlap in chores. The
above list was pared as follows: the librarian was made
responsible not only for the books but also for the math
cards and would clean his own shelves; the job of window
keeper was abolished; the news director position was combined
with the art director since the news person's task had included maintaining the room bulletin board; the supply director was given the added task of keeping the chest of
drawers (where paper is stored) neat; and the attendance
person was thought to be able to take the lunch count as he
noted absent and present classmates.
Suggestions for the amount of time a person should keep
I reminded the chila job ranged from one week to forever.
dren that since there were only eleven jobs a lot of people
would not have the opportunity to work if people held the
job forever. With that comment in mind the children voted
The following list shows the
on the duration of each job.
resu/ts of their hand votes:
1
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Before fixing job salaries, the class rated the jobs to
determine the level of job difficulty. The same process
that was carried out with rating purchasable items was again
Job difficulty was defined as the amount of time it
used.
took to do the job, the difficulty of the tasks involved,
and the relative importance of the job in the classroom.
Figure C4-6 shows the total votes for each rating. Again,
to find the average class rating, the ratings were weighted
(given points) and a total score obtained for each job. The
children decided it would be fun to assign the most points
This time they did not
(eleven) to the hardest (first) job.
wish to reverse the process of assigning the hardest job the
least points. Figure C4-7 shows one child's calculations
for two lobs.
During the course of their computations, several children
noted that not everyone had included all eleven jobs in his
The total votes for each job varrating (see Figure C4-6).
ied from twenty-six (art director) to thirty (coat closet).
The class rechecked the individual surveys but could not
find the mistakes. The children decided they had done the
best they could and therefore accepted these results.
Job salaries were assigned according to their level of
difficulty based on the rating survey, the most difficult
job receiving the highest salary. After a few weeks, however, some jobs were so unglamorous that despite their already high salaries, they were not being done. The salaries
were then raised. Conversely, when a job was deemed too
easy, the salary was lowered.
Many interesting suggestions were made to assign jobs.
Using the alphabetical class list was voted down because it
was thought not to be random enough. Throwing a die and
pulling names from a hat received consideration, and the
latter method was picked. The children in the 1972-73 class
chose to put into the hat only the names of those who were
interested in a particular job. The name that was drawn got

-/
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The following year's class chose to put into the
hat the names of all the children in the class. As a name
was drawn, that person could choose the particular job he/
she wanted.
A new position was created after the 1973-74 miniature
Up to that point
economy had been operating for a few weeks.
the children had unanimously agreed that I should be the one
to judge whether a job was done well. I questioned the children's complete faith in my judgment. They were not even
curious to know what criteria I used to judge. Finally they
also agreed that it was difficult not only for me but also
for them to remember whether they had even done their job on
a given day. The position of supervisor was thcarefore inMelolife/U425: /973 / tkkon4M stated. His/her responsibility was to determine whether
other jobs were done daily and to indicate this by marking
a chart.
In the 1972-73 class the problem of an absent job holder
The class voted on the question cf whether to grant
arose.
full pay (sick pay) even though the person might not have
done his job daily. The vote revealed that the class felt
that full pay was justifiable. To cover an absent person's
job, an extra worker's position was created. This person
received a base pay of twenty-five cents (in case no one got
sick) plus one-fifth of the wage of whoever was absent.
the job.
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Figure C4-7

The children might scan the results and
try to spot obvious errors. For example,
four votes for a rating in the middle of
the list must have a total of more than
six (it should in fact be sixteen). The
correct totals for the columns are 176
and 156, respectively.
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D. References
1.

LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS

Belaw are listed the current "How To" Card titles that
students working on the Classroom Management challenge might
A complete listing of both the "How To" Cards
find useful.
and the DesigA Lab "How To" Cards is contained in the USMITS
Guide.
In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list
of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

GRAPHING

GR 1 - How to Make a Bar Graph Picture of Your Data
GR 2 - How to Show the Differences in Many Measurements or
Counts of the Same Thing by Making a Histogram
GR 3 - How to Make a Line Graph Picture of Your Data
GR 4 - How to Decide Wbether to Make a Bar Graph Picture or
a Line Graph Picture vf Your Data
GR 5 - How to Find Out If There Is Any Relationship between
Two Things by Making a Scatter Graph
GR 6 - How to Make Predictions by Using a Scatter Graph
GR 7 - How to Show Several Sets of Data on One Graph

MEASUREMENT

M
M
M

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

PS 2 - How to Record Data by Tallying
PS 3 - How to Describe Your Set of Data by Finding the
Average
PS 4 - How to Describe Your Set of Data by Using the Middle
Piece (Median)
PS 5 - How to Find the Median of a Set of Data from a
Histogram

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

R

1 - How to Use a Stopwatch
2 - How to Measure Distances
9 - How to Make a Conversion Graph to Use in Changing
Measurements from One Unit to Another Unit
M 10 - How to Use a Conversion Graph to Change Any
Measurement in One Unit to Another Unit

R
R

1 - How to Compare Fractions or Ratios by Making a
Triangle Diagram
2 - How to Make a Drawing to Scale
3 - How to Make Scale Drawings Bigger or Smaller

7'

New titles to be added:
Nbw
Now
How
Now
How
How
How
How

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Make a Q-Q Graph
Measure Light Intensity
Measure Sound Intensity
Find the Interquartile Range
Round Off Data
Design an Experiment
Make an Opinion Survey
Choose a Sample

A cartoon-style set of "Row To" Cards for primary grades
is being developed from the present complete set. In most
cases titles are different and contents have been rearranged
It is planned that this additional
among the various titles.
set will be available in 1977.
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2.

LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

As students work on USMES challenges, teachers may need
background information that is not readily accessible elsewhere. The Background Papers fulfill this need and often
include descriptinns of activities and investigations that
students might carry out.
Below are listed tItles of current Background Papers
that teachers may find pertinent to Classroom Management.
The papers are grouped in the categories shown, but in some
For example, some papers
cases the categories overlap.
about graphing also deal with probability and statistics.
The Background Papers are being revised, reorganized, and
As a result, many of the titles will chahge.
rewritten.

DESIGN PROBLEMS

DP13 People and Space by Gorman Gilbert

GRAPHING

GR 3 Using Graphs to Understand Data by Earle Lomon
GR 4 Representing Several Sets of Data on One Graph by
Betty Beck
GR 6 Using Scatter Graphs to Spot Trends by Earle Lonon
GR 7 Data Gathering and Generating Graphs at the Same Tine
(or Stack 'Em and Graph 'Em at One Fell SWoopl) by
Edward Liddle

GROUP DYNAMICS

GD 2 A Voting Procedure Comparison That May Arise in USMES
Activities by Earle Lomon

MEASUREMENT

M

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

PS 1 Collecting Data in Sets or Samples by USMES Staff
PS 4 Design of Surveys and Sampdes by Susan Devlin and
Anne Froeny
PS 5 Examining One and TWo Sets of Data Part I: A General
Strategy and One-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denby and
James Landwehr
PS 6 Examining One and Two Sets of Data Part II: A Graphical Method for Comparing Two Samples by Lorraine Denby
and James Landwehr

3 Determining the Best Instrument to Use for a Certain
Measurement by USMES Staff
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RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING

3.

R
R
R

1 Graphic Comparison of Fractions by Merrill Goldberg
2 Geometric Comparison of Ratios by Earle Lomon
3 Making and Using a Scale Drawing by Earle Lomon

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON-USMES MATERIALS

The following materials are references that may be of
some use during work on Classroom Management. The teacher
is advised to check directly with the publisher regarding
current prices. A list of references on general mathematics
and science topics can be found in the USMES Guide.

Boas for Teachers

Biggs, Edith E. and MacLean, James R.
Freedom to Learn.
Ontario, Canada: Addison-Wesley (Canada) Ltd., 1969
pages 29-52.
Excellent resource book for teachers.
Chapter 3 deals
with classroom needs ranging from physical to equipment.
A limited number of destgns for storage boxes are included.
Early Childhood Education Study. Building with Tubes,
Building with Cardboard. Newton, Massachusetts: Education Development Center, 19/0.
Two pamphlets which contain useful ideas and helpful
hints for working with cardboard materials.
Engel, Brenda S. Arranging the Informal Classroom. Newton,
Massachusetts: Education Development Center, 1973.
The various interest areas that make up an open classroom are described in this paperback book; ideas, suggestions and instructions are included in addition to a
bibliography worth reading.
Farallones Designs.
Farallones Scrapbook. Point Reyes
Station, California 94956
An excellent resource book for teachers. Two chapters,
in particular, are applicable to the unit: "Ways to
Change Classrooms" and "Trash Can Do It".

Wastnedge, E. R. (editor). Nuffield Junior Science,
Teacher's Guide 1. New York, New York: Agathon Press,
Inc., 1967, pages 152-216.
Contains an excellent chapter on classroom organization:
arrangement, materials, storage, display space.
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GLOSSARY

ay be helpful to a teacher
The following definition:
whose class is investigating a Classroom Management challenge. Some of the words are included to gtve the teacher
an understanding of technical terns; others are included
because they are conmonly used throughout the resource book.
These terms may be used when they are appropriate for the
children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the children that when they conduct surveys, they are collecting
It is not necessary for the teacher or students to
data.
learn the definitions nor to use all of these terms while
working on their challenge. Rather, the children will begin
to use the words and understand the meanings as they become
involved in their investigations.

Audio

Relating to the transmission, reception, or reproduction of
sound.

Audiometer

An instrument for measuring hearing ability.

Average

The numerical value obtained by dividing the sum of the elements of a set of data by the number of elements in that
set. Also called the mean.

Bias

A deviation in the expected values of a set of data, often
occurring when some factor produces one outcome more frequently than others.

Comparative Shopping

A method for determining the best buy(s) by comparing the
costs, quantities, and qualities of different brands of
For example comparing building materials for
products.
shelves and cupboards.

Conversion

A change from one form to another. Generally associated in
mathematics and science with the change from one unit of
measure to another or the change from one form of energy to
another.

Correlation

A relationship between two sets of data.

Cost

The amount of money needed to produce or to plIrchase goods
or services.

Data

Any facts, quantitative information, or statistics.

183
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Decibel

A unit of measurement of sound intensity. The number of
decibels is equal to ten times the logarithm of the ratio
of the sound intensity and a standard reference point The
reference point is the power required to produce a barely
audible sound at a frequency of 1000 Hertz (i.e., a pitch
nearly two octaves above middle C).

Degree

A unit of measurement of temperature or angle.

Distribution

The spread of data over the range of possible results.

Division of Labor

The process by which a complicated task is reduced to a
Each task is normally performed
series of simple tasks.
repetitively by the same worker.

Economics

A social science concerned chiefly with description and
analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption
of goods and services.

Event

A happening; an occurrence; something that takes place.
Example: a violation of a rule.

Foot-Candle

A unit of measurement of illuminating. A surface placed one
foot from a light source having a light intensity of one
candle has an illumination of one foot-candle.

Force

A push or a pull.

Frequency

The number of times a certain event occurs in a given unit
of time or in a given total number of events.

Graph

A drawing or a picture of one or several sets of data.

Bar Graph

A graph of a set of measures or counts whose sizes are represented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars of
equal widths or lines. Example: number of students who
wish various classroom jobs.
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Conversion Graph

A line graph that is used to change one unit of measurement
For example: converting inches to centimeters.
to another.
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Cumulative
Distribution Graph

A graph that can be constructed from a histogram by computing running totals from the histogram data. The first
running total is the first value in the histogram data (see
The second running total is the sum of
table of values).
the first and second values of the histogram, the third is
the sum of the first, second, and third values, and so on.
The horizontal scale on the graph is similar to that of the
histogram; the vertical scale goes from 0 to the total number of events observed or samples taken (in the example, the
total number of students who took a given time or less to do
a job). Each vertical distance on the graph shows the running total for the value shown on the horizontal scale; thus
the graph below indicates that sixteen students (or about
61%) did the job in eight minutes or less.
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Histogram

A type of bar graph that shows the distribution of the number of times that different measure or counts of the same
event have occurred. A histogram always shows numerical
data on the horizontal axis.
Example: the amount of time
it takes students to do a classroom job.
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A bar graph that is represented by circles, triangles, or
crosses with lines connecting them so that it has the apThis is a
pearance of a line graph. (See Line Graph.)
useful representation when two or more sets of data are
comparing two job timshown on the same graph. Example:
ings over one week's time.
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A graph in which a smooth Line or line segments pass through
or near points rerresenting members of a set of data. Since
the line represents an infinity of points, the variable on
the horizontal axis must be continuous. If the spaces between the markings on tle horizontal axis have no meaning,
then the graph is rot a ltme graph, but a line chart (see
the noise level in the room at varExample:
Line Chart).
(This is a line graph
ious distances from: the noise source.
since you can tell frmn dma graph that the noise level was
about 52.5 decibels at 5.25 meters away from the noise,
source even though the noise level was not neasured at that
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A graph that shows the comparison between the same type of
data collected fron two groups of people or from two different situations. Example: sound level readings (take
with a VU-meter on a tape recorder) before and after insulating a classroom wall. Ilia data for each set is ordered
and the smallest measurement of one set plotted against the
smallest of the otber set, the second snallest against the
Tne sutter of points is compared to
second smallest, etc.
450
line that represents data
a reference line, 0 dastad
from two identical sets.
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Scatter Graph

A graph showing a scatter of points, each of which represents two characteristics of the same thing. For example,
in the graph below, each poiat represents the amount of
time to do a job and its preference rating.
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A graphical means of comparing fractions or ratios. To
represent the ratio a/b, plot the point (b,a) and draw a
line from (b,a) to the origin, (0,0). The slope of this
line represents the ratio a/b. By comparing slopes of different lines, different ratios can be compared; fhe steeper
For example, in the graph
the line the larger the tatio.
below showing the ratio of scores results from a job difficulty rating to total number of students who rated each
job, the ratio (or percentage) of students who thought
cleaning the wastebaskets was hard is larger than the ratio
(or percentages) for the other two jobs.

Slope Diagram*
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Histogram

See Graph.

Hypothesis

A tentative conclusion made in order to test its implications or consequences.

Illumination
(Illuminance)

A measure of how well-lit a surface is. Mere technically,
a measure of how much light energy falls upon a given area
in a given time. Measured in foot-candles.

Inference

An assumption derived from facts or information considered
to be valid and accurate.

*Formerly called Triangle Diagram
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Light Intensity
(Luminous Intensity)

A measure of brightness of a source of light. More technically, a measure of how much light energy is given off by a
source in a given time per unit solid angle. Measured in
candles for a point source; in candles/cm2 for an extended
(or a surface) source.

Mean

See Average.

Median

The middle value of a set of data in which the elements have
been ordered from smallest to largest. The median value has
as many elements above it as below it.

Mode

The element or elements in a set of data that occur most
often.

Ordered Set

A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

Per Cent

Literally per hundred. A ratio in which the denominator is
always 100, e.g., 72 per cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 727. , where
the symbol % represents 1/100.

Percentage

A part of a whole expressed in hundredths.

Population

Any group of objects (e.g., people, animals, items) or
events from which samples are taken for statistical measurement.

Probability

The likelihood or chance (expressed numerically) of one
event occurring out of several possible events.

Proportion

A statement of equality of two ratios, i.e., the first term
divided by the second term equals the third term divided by
the fourth term, e.g., 5/10 = 1/2. Also a synonym for
ratio: when two quantities are in direct proportion, their
ratios are the same.

Quartile
First

The first quartile is the value of the quarter-way piece of
data in an ordered set of data.

Third

The third quartile is the value of the three-quarter-way
piece of data in an ordered set of data.

Interguartile
Range

The range or length of the middle 50% of an ordered set of
data; the difference between the first and third quartile.

irt J
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Range

The difference between the smallest and the largest values
in a set of data.

Rank

To order the members of a set according to some criterion,
such as size or importance. Example: to put pieces of data
from smallest to largest.

Ratio

The quotient of owo denominate numbers or values indicating
the relationship in quantity, size, or amount between VAT,
different things. For example, the ratio of the number of
students in the class compared to the number of available
jobs.

Retail Price

The price level of goods sold in small quantity to the
consumer.

Sample

A representative fraction of a population studied to gain
information about the whole population.

Sample Size

Scale

The number of elements in a sample.
A direct proportion between two sets of dimensions (as between the dimensions of the classroom and a scaled diagram
of the room),

Scale Drawing

A drawing whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the
object drawn.

Scale Map

A map whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the
dimensions of the area represented.

Scale Model

A three-dimensional representation constructed to scale.
A collection of characteristics, persons, or objects.
thing in a set is called a member or an element.

Set

Each

Set Theory

The branch of mathematics that deals with the nature and
relations of sets.

Complement of a
Set

The set of all elements in the universal set but not in the
given set. For example, if the universal set is the set of
all students in a class, then the set of girls is the complement of the set of boys.

fi
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Intersection of Sets

The set of elements common to two or more sets. For example, if set A is all the easy tasks and set B is all the
tasks that take little time to do, the intersection of set
A and set B is the set of easy tasks that take little time
to do.

Universal Set

A set that contains all elements relevant to a particular
problem.

Venn Diagram

A drawing used to illustrate the relationship between sets.

Slope Diagram

See Graph.

Smnd Intensity

Level or loudness of a sound. A measure of how much sound
energy flows through a given area in a given time. Measured in decibels or watts/cm2.

Sound Level Meter

An instrument used to measure sound intensity.
VU-meter.

Statistics

The science of drawing conclusions or making predictions
using a collection of quantitative data.

Tally

A visible record used to keep a count of some set of data,
especially a record of the number of times one or more
events occur. Example: tallying opinion survey data.

Whole Price

The price level of goods sold in large quantity to a merchant for resale.

Also called
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E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Study Utilized in Classroom Management
The unique aspect of USMES is the degree to which it provides experience in the process of solving real problems.
Many would agree that this aspect of learning is so important as to deserve a regular place in the school program
even if it means decreasing to some extent the time spent
in other important arsas. Fortunately, real problem solving
is also an effectii:e way of learning many of the skills,
processes, and concepts in a wide range of school subjects.
On the following pages are five charts and an extensive,
illustrative list of skills, processes, and areas of study
that are utilized in USMES. The charts rate Classroom
Management according to its potential for learning in various categories of each of five subject areas--real problem
solving, mathematics, science, social science, and language
The rating system is based on the amount that each
arts.
skill, process, or area of study within the subject areas
is used--extensive (1), moderate (2), some (3), little or no
(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all
use (-).
USMES units in a similar way.)
The chart for real problem solving presents the many aspects of the problem-solving process that students generally
use while working on an USMES challenge. A number of the
steps in the process are used many times and in different
orders, and nany of the steps can be performed concurrently
Each aspect listed in the
by separate groups of students.
chart applies not only to the major problem stated in the
unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each small
group undertakes while working on a solution to the major
problem. Consequently, USMES students gain extensive experience with the problem-solving process.
The charts for mathematics, science, social science, and
language arts identify the specific skills, processes, and
areas of study that.may be learned by students as they respond to a Classroom Management challenge and become inBecause the students inivolved with certain activities.
tiate the activities, it is impossible to state unequivocally which activities will take place. It is possible,
however, to document activities that have taken place in
USMES classes and identify those skills and processes that
have been used by the students.
Knowing in advance which skills and processes are likely
to be utilized in Classroom Management and knowing the extent that they will be used, teachers can postpone the
0 (1

9#.0
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teaching of those skills in the traditional manner until
later in the year. If the students have not learned them
during their USMES activities by that time, they can study
them in the usual way.
Further, the charts enable a teacher
to integrate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom work.
For example, teachers may teach fractions during
math period when fractions are also being learned and utilized in the students' USMES activities.
Teachers who have
used USMES for several successive years have found that students are more motivated to learn basic skills when they
have determined a need for them in their USMES activities.
During an USMES session the teacher may allow the students
to learn the skills entirely on their own or from other students, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the
need for a particular skill arises.
Because different USMES units have differing emphases on
the various aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers each
year might select several possible challenges, based on
their students' previous work in USMES, for their class to
This choice should provide students with as exconsider.
tensive a range of problems and as wide a variety of skills,
processes, and areas of study as possible during their years
The charts and lists on the following pages can
in school.
also help teachers with this type of planning.
Some USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one
given here for real problem solving as a record-keeping tool,
noting each child's exposure to the various aspects of the
Such a chart might be kept current by succeeding
process.
teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a student's learning not only by introducing different types of
challenges but also by altering the specific activities in
which each student takes part. For example, children who
have done mostly construction work in one unit may be encouraged to take part in the data collection and data analysis in their next unit.
Following the rating charts are the lists of explicit examples of real problem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utilized in Classroom Management. Like the charts, these lists are based on
documentation of activities that have taken place in USMES
The greater detail of the lists allows teachers
classes.
to see exactly how the various basic skills, processes, and
areas of study listed in the charts may arise in Classroom
Management.
The number of examples in the real problem solving list
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have been limited because the list itself would be unreasonably long if all the examples were listed for some of the
It should also be noted that the example(s) in
categories.

the first categoryIdentifying and Defining Problemshave
been limited to the major problem that is the focus of the
During the course of their work, the students will
unit.
encounter and solve many other secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to display their data or how to draw a
scale layout.
Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES
into its various subject area components is a difficult and
highly inexact procedure. Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significantly, and any subdivision must be to
For example, where does measuring
some extent arbitrary.
as a mathematical skill end and measurement as science and
social science process begin? How does one distinguish
between the processes of real problem solving, of science
and of social science? Even within one subject area, the
problem still remains--what is the difference between graphing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This problem has been partially solved by judicious choice of
examples and extensive cross-referencing.
Because uf this overlap of subject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here was developed with much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledgeable in the fields of mathematics, science, social science,
and language arts. It represents one method of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the
existence of other methods.

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Identifying and defining problem.

iOverall
IRatin
1

Deciding on information and investigations
needed.

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Evaluating procedures used for data
collection and analysis.
Detecting
flaws in process or errors in data.

Overall
Rating

1

1

Organizing and processing data or informaDetermining what needs to be done first,
setting priorities.

tion.

1

1

Analyzing and interpreting data or informaDeciding on best ways to obtain information needed.

1

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

1

Making decisions as needed.

1

tion.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills and
processes.

1

Carrying out data collection procedures-observing, 3urveying, researching,
measuring, classifying, experimenting,
constructing.

1

Asking questions, inferring.

1

Distinguishing,fact from opinion,
relevant from irrelevant data,
reliable from unreliable sources.

KEY:

1

1

Predicting, formulating hypotheses, suggesting possible solutions based on data
collected.

1

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacy,
aesthetic values.

1

Trying out various solutions and evaluating
the results, testing hypotheses.

1

Communicating and displaying data or
information.

1

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

1

Making generalizations that might hold true
under similar circumstances; applying
problem-solving process to other real
problems.

1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use
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MATHEMAT I CS

Classifying/Categorizing
Counting
Computation Using Operations
Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages
Business and Consumer Mathematics/
Money and Finance
Measuring
'Comparing
Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off
Organizing Data
Statistical Analysis
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques
Graphing
Spacial Visualization/Geometry

3
1
2
2
2

2
2
3
2

1
3
2
2
3

Numeration Systems
Number Systems and Properties
Denominate Numbers/Dimensions
Scaling
Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence
Accuracy/Measurement Error/
Estimation/Approximation
Statistics/Random Processes/Probability
Graphing/Functions
Fraction/Ratio
Maximum and Minimum Values
Equivalence/Inequality/Equations
Money/Finance
Set Theory

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables
Defining Variables Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring
Devices and Equipment
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling
Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to New
Problems

3
3
3
3

2

1

1

1
1
1

1

Areas Of Study

Areas of Study

1

'Overall'
Rating

'Processes

Basic Skills

KEY:

SC I ENCE

Overall
Ratiny

2
2
2

2

3
2
2

3
2

Measurement
Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat
Light
Sound
Animal and Plant Classification
Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior
Anatomy/Physiology

extensive use, 2 = moderata use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use

2
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SOC IAL SC I ENCE

Overall
Rating

Process

LANGUAGE ARTS

Overall
Rating

Basic skills

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Variables
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses
Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to Daily Life

1

Reading
Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words,
Sentences, Paragraphs
Critical Reading: Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation
Oral Language
Speaking
Listening
Memorizing
Written Language
Spelling
Grammar: Punctuation, Syntax, Usage
Composition
Study Skills
Outlining/Organizing
Using References and Resources

1

Attitudes/Values

1

Appreciating the value of expressing ideas
through speaking and writing
Appreciating the value of written
resources
Developing an interest in reading and
writing
Making judgments concerning what is read
Appreciating the value of differen forms
of writing, different forms of
communication

1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Attitudes/Values
Accepting responsibility for actions and
results
Developing interest and involvement in
human affairs
Recognizing the importance of individual
and group contributions to society
Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,
and initiative
Recognizing the values of cooperation,
group work, and division of labor
Understanding modes of inquiry used in the
sciences, appreciating their power and
precision
Respecting the views, thoughts, and
feelings of others
Being open to new ideas and information
Learning the importance and influence of
values in decision making

1
1

1
1
1
1

KEY:

Areas of Studi
Anthropology
Economics
Geography/Physical Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History
Social Psychology/Individual and Group
Behavior
Sociology/Social Systems

r)

L.

1
3
1
1

1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use,
3 = some use, - = little or no use

2
2
1
1

3

3
3
3

3

1
3
3
2

1
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN.CLASSRCCM MANAGEMENT

Identifying and Defining Problems

Students agree that the classroom needs to be neat and
organized in order for them to function smoothly in it.
They determine that setting up classroom jobs for everyone would help achieve this goal.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,
Variables.

Deciding on Information and
Investigations Needed

Students decide that they need to determine what the
present classroom jobs are and what new jobs are needed.
They also decide that they need to collect data on these
jobs, such as amount of time to do a job, frequency the
job must be done, and student satisfaction in doing the
job.

Students determine the need to investigate various ways
to distribute jobs fairly.
Students decide to investigate ways to remind and encourage students to do their jobs.

Determining What Needs to Be
Done First, Setting Prioritiez

Students decide first to collect information on the present job situation and classroom routines before investigating new jobs to improve classroom organization.
Students decide to write job descriptions before distributing the jobs.

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain
Information Needed

Students decide that observation is the best way to determine present classroom jobs and routines.
Students agree that an opinion survey is the best way to
determine student feelings towards each job.
Students agree that a stopwatch would measure accurately
the amount of time to perform a job.

Working Cooperatively in Groups
on Tasks

Students work in small groups to gather information about
job requirements, to write job descriptions, to conduct
opinion surveys and to design a fair method for distributing the jobs.

Making Decisions as Needed

Students decide to work in small groups so that more work
can be accomplished.
Students decide upon the best way to administer an opinion survey.
0 1 0
4.
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Making Devisions as Needed (cont.)

Students decide to represent their opinion survey data on
graphs.

Students decide upon the best way to rank the jobs in
terms of difficulty to do and their desirability.
Students decide upon a fair way to distribute the jobs.
Students decide upon a way to remind and encourage students to do their jobs.
Students decide how to judge whether a job was done well
and who should do the judging.

Utilizing and AppreCiating Basic
Skills and Processes

Students use a bar graph to interpret their opinion survey data.
Students use a stopwatch to measure the amount of time it
takes a student to do a job each day.
Sti.dents determine the average time it takes each student
to do a job for one week.
Students observe that students use a different criteria
to judge whether a job is difficult to do.
Students write job descriptions.
See also MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, and
LANGUAGE ARTS lists.

Carrying Out Data Collection
Procedures--Opinion Surveying,
Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Students conduct an opinion survey to find out how students feel about various jobs.
Students tally the results from the opinion survey on a
graph.

Students measure with a stopwatch the amount of time it
takes a student to do a job.
Students experiment with different ways to distribute
jobs fairly, such as using a spinner device or pulling
names from a container; they tally the number of times
the different numbers or names are chosen.
Students experiment with different ways to remind st!dents
to do their jobs; they try out different ways and check
off completed jobs on a chart.
Students construct a spinner device to help distribute
jobs and a chart on which to check off completed jobs.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing;
Measuring.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;
Designing and Constructing Measuring Devices and
Equipment; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.
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Carrying Out Data Collection

ProceduresOpinion Surveying,
Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing (cont.)

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting, Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Asking Questions, Inferring

Students question whether present classroom arrangement
of jobs is satisfactory. They infer from observation
dhat it is not.
Students question which jobs are more popular and infer
from the job ratings on opinion surveys that there are
several.
Students question what is a fair way to distribute jobs.
They decide that a fair way is when everyone has an
---q1 chance of being chosen and infer from their data
that one method is fairer dhan the other.
See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable from Unreliable Sources

Students distinguish between qualitative data gathered
from an opinion survey and quantitative data gathered
from observation (timing with a stopwatch).

Evaluating Procedures Used for Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

Students evaluate the procedure used by students to time
how long it takes students to do a job.
Students evaluate the different criteria used by different
people who judge whether a job is done well or not.
Students evaluate distribution procedures for fairness.
E3timating/Approximating/
See also MATHEMATICS list:
Rounding Off.

Organizing and Processing Data

Students record timing data on a chart.
Students compile results of their opinion survey.
Students compile results of dheir data from each distribution method (spinner, picking names from a container)
to determine fairness.
Students tally on charts the number of times a job is
and is not done when different ways of reartnding students are used.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,
Processing Data.
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Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Students compute average time it takes to do each job.
Students make a bar graph of their opinion survey data.
Students make histograms of data collected by using the
spinner and picking names from a container.
Students list jobs in order of difficulty based on opinion
survey results.
Students determine the total number of jobs done when different ways of reminding students are tried.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maxinum and Minimum Values.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solution
Based on Data Collected

Students hypothesize that some jobs are more popular than

Evaluating Proposed Solutions in
Terms of Practicality, Social
Values, Efficacy, Aesthetic Values

Every two weeks students evaluate whether the classroom
is well organized and evaluate the method of distributing jobs, the method for encouraging students to do
their jobs, and the method for judging whether a job is
well done.

Trying Out Various Solutions and
Evaluating the Results, Testing
Hypotheses

Students try several ways of distributing jobs (e.g.,
using a spinner or pulling names from a container) and
evaluate each way in terms of fairness by tallying the
number of times each name gets chosen.
Students try different ways of reminding students to do
their jobs and check off completed jobs on a chart.
See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.
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others.

Students hypothesize that students will remember to do
their jobs if there is a'chart within easy view that
reminds them.
Students suggest that several new jobs be added, that the
jobs be grouped according to times needed to complete
jobs, and that jobs be distributed by using a fair
method.
See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.
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Communicating and Displaying Data
or Information

Working to Implement Solution(s)
Chosen by the Class

Making Generalizations That Might
Hold True under Similar Circumstances;
Applying RroblemSolving Process to
Other Real Problenm

Students represent the results of their opinion survey on
a bar graph and represent results of spins of spinner
and drawing names from a container on two histograms.
Students write job descriptions and make a chart showing
whether a person has done his job that day.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing; Scaling.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists; Communicating,
Displaying Data.

Students institute their plan of making the classroom
neat and organized by distributing and carrying out
classroom jobs.

Students recognize the need for fairness in distribution
when there are desirable and undesirable tasks and
objects involved.
Students recognize the need for cooperation and division
of labor when there are many tasks to do.
Students apply skills acquired during work on Classroom
Management to other real problems.
See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Appaying Process to
New Problems.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:
Process to Daily Life.

1..)(
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ACTIVITIES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT UTILIZING MATHEMATICS

Basic Skills
Classifying/Categorizing

Organizing and classifying characteristics (e.g., length
of time to perform) of particular classroom jobs.
Classifying the school day according to times that are
busy or not busy.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

Counting

Counting hand votes to determine priorities of tasks.
Counting the number of students who wish to do various
tasks, who wish a particular job, who like a particular
rule, who forgot to do their job, who violated a classroom rule.
Counting opinion survey data on classroom job preferences,
rules preference.
Counting spins on a spinner, names drawn from a container.
Counting number of seconds it takes to do a job, number
of centimeters when making a paperholder, number of
decibels when measuring noise levels.
Counting by sets to find scale for graph axes.

Computation Using Operations:
Addition/Subtraction

Using one-, two, or three-digit whole numbers to find
total tally of opinion survey results (which rules are
most important) classroom jobs that are desirable,
schedules that are satisfactory), total number of rules
violations.
Adding minutes and seconds when timing how long it takes
a student to do a job each day for one week, how long
each part of class day lasts, how long the noisy periods
are.

Subtracting to find differences between estimated and
actual votes for a specific job, schedule, or paper container design.
Subtracting one-, two-, or three-digit whole numbers to
find ranges for graph axes or for timing data, such as
how long each class period lasts.

2,eo
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Computation Using Operations:
Multiplication/Division

Multiplying to determine total area of an acoustical wall.
Multiplying whole numbers (total tally for eaCh job times
number of points assigned to each job rating) to determine total preference score for each job.
Using multiplication and division to increase or decrease
measurements, such as for scale drawings of an organizer
for class supplies.
Multiplying or dividing to find scale for graph axes.
Multiplying or dividing to convert from one unit of measure to another, such as seconds to minutes and vice
versa.
Dividing measurements to determine number of units required to cover an area (e.g., number of rectangular
egg cartons that will cover a designated area).
Dividing to calculate averages, such as the average number of times a rule is violated.
Dividing to calculate ratios, fractions, or percentages
while tabulating data, e.g., percentage of students
wanting various classroom changes.

Computation Using Operations:
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages

Using mixed numbers to perform calculations, such as determining measurements for classroom supplies organizer,
determining average preference rating for each classroom job.
Using fractions in measurement, graphing, and graphic
comparisons.
Changing fractions to higher or lower terms, to perform
mathematical operations.
Using ratios to convert from inches to feet and vice
versa.
Calculating percentages, e.g., percentage of students who
desire a particular job, percentage for each classroom
rule violated out of total number of violations.
Using slope diagrams to compare ratios.

Computation Using Operations:
Business and Consumer
.
Mhthematics/Money and Finance

Funding the total cost or cost per unit of the proposed
classroom supplies organizer, of an acoustical barrier,
etc.

Gaining experience with ftnance: sources, uses, and
limitations of revenues for proposed projects.
Comparing costs of building materials at different stores.

001-
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Measuring

Using different standard units, such as meters/centimeters,
minutes/seconds.
Using different measuring tools, such as stopwatches,
meter sticks.
Reading measuring devices accurately.
Timing with a stopwatch, such as to measure the length
of time between classes, the amount of time to perform
a job, or the length of time a noisy period lasts.
Taking repeated measurements, such as timings, and using
the median to improve accuracy.
See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data.

Collecting, Recording Data/

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:
Measuring.

Comparing

Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off

1") f r%

Using dne concept of greater than and less than in making
comparisons, e.g., noise level before and after an
acoustical barrier, number of rules violations before
and after methods for enforcing rules has gone into
effect.
Comparing quantitative data, e.g., individual timings in
performing a job, costs of various building materials.
Comparing qualitative data, e.g., students' opinions on
paperholder designs, on which jobs are desirable.
Comparing estimated and actual results, e.g., estimate of
number of books or amount of papers that a desk organizer will hold vs. what the constructed organizer will
hold, estimate of number of students desiring a given
job vs. number who apply for it.
Comparing data graphically, e.g., bar graphs of opinion
survey results, histograms of results using a spinner
and drawing names from a container.
Comparing fractions and ratios using a slope diagram.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Estimating number of students who will forget to do their
job, to obey classroom rules.
Estimating sizes, measurements, or numbers, e.g., number
of books, amount of paper, or classroom supplies that
an organizer will hold, number of acoustical barriers
needed to lower noise level.
Determining when a measurement is likely to be accurate
enough for a particular purpose.
Rounding off measurements to nearest whole number.

2
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Organizing Data

Tallying votes to determine priorities.
Tallying opinion survey results on a chart form, e.g.,
student ratings of job difficulty, noise levels during
designated times of school day.
Recording times to do jobs and jobs completed on a chart
form.

Tallying spins on a spinner, names drawn from a container.
Ordering average times to do jobs from smallest to largest.
Ordering steps in a procedure, e.g., procedure for measuring noise levels.
Ordering real numbers on graph axes.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing,
Processing Data.

Statistical Analysis

Determining a student's average time to perform a job, an
average noise level during designated times in a day,
an average number of rules violations per day.
Determining the range of data, e.g., total scores of job
ratings.
Interpreting graphs: bar graph, cumulative distribution
graph, histogram, line chart, line graph, Q-Q graph,
scatter graph, slope diagram.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Opinion Surveys/Sampling
Techniques

Conducting opinion surveys (defining data collection
methods, size and makeup of sample) on classroom jobs,
rules, schedule, noise levels.
Evaluating survey methods, data obtained, size and type
of sample.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing,
Interpreting Data.

Graphing

Using graphs to display data; making the graph form-dividing axes into parts, deciding on an appropriate
scale.

Representing data on graphs:
Bar graph--number of students who want various classroom jobs.
Conversion graph--converting inches to centimeters.
Cumulative distribution graph--percentage of students
requiring five minutes or less to do a job.
Histogram--numbers of students taking different
amounts of time to perform a classroom job.
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Graphing (cont.)

Line chart--comparing two job timings over one week's
time.

Line graph--noise level in the room at various distances from the source.
Q-Q graph--comparing sound level readings in the room
at two different times.
Scatter graph--comparing preference ratings of a job
vs. time required to do a job.
Slope diagram--comparing total scores of jobs rated
in terms of difficulty to do vs. number of students
rating each job.
Obtaining information from graphs.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,
Displaying Data.

Spatial Visualization/Geomegry

Drawing design of or constructing classroom supplies organizer, acoustical barrier.
Constructing and using geometric figures, e.g., squares,
rectangles to construct organizer.
Using geometric figures to understand relationships, e.g.,
number of rectangular egg cartons that fit a designated
area for acoustical barrier.
Using standard mensurational formulas, e.g., computing
the area of a rectangle.
Using rulers, compasses, protractors when constructing.
Using the concept of greater than and less than to compare
geometric figures.

Areas of Study
Numeration Systems

Using the metric system (decimal system) when making measurements for paper organizer, when converting centimeters to millimeters, when figuring dollars and cents.
Using fraction. in measuring length (inches, feet).
See Computation Using Operations: Fractions/Ratios/
Percentages.

Number Systems and Properties

See Computation Using Operations: Addition/Subtraction;
Multiplication/Division; Fractions/Ratios/Percentages.

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions

3)

41) See Measuring.
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Scaling

Making a scale drawing of classroom organizer, acoustical
barriers.
Deriving information from scale drawing of classroom organizer.

Finding an appropriate scale (proportion) for the scale
drawing.

Symmetry/Similarity
Congruence

See Spatial Visualization/Geometry.

Accuracy/Measurement Error/
Estimation/Approximation

See Measuring and Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off.

Statistics/Random Processes/
Probability

See Statistical Analysis.

Graphing/Functions

See Graphing.

Fraction/Ratio

See Computation Using Operations:
Percentages.

Maximum and Minimum Values

Minimizing noise levels in the classroom, inefficiencies
in the class schedule, number of distractions and rules
violations, disorganization and untidiness.
Determining a practical design for classroom supplies
organizer that will hold maximum amount of supplies and
occupy minimum amount of space.

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations

See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

Money/Finance

See Computation Using Operations:
Mathematics/Money and Finance.

Set Theory

See Classifying/Categorizing.

Fractions/Ratios/

Business and Consumer

2.33
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ACTIVITIES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT UTILIZING SCIENCE

Process
Observing/Describing

Observing and describing the effects of noise on classroom
activities.
Describing the variouv noises in the room that cause distractions.
Observing and describing the physical layout of the classroom to show sources of noise, to show disorganization
and untidiness.
Observing and describing the effectiveness of various
kinds of sound insulating material, of various designs
of structures for the supplies organizer.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

Classifying

Classifying various parts of the classroom as noisy or
uiet.

Classifying building and sound insulating materials according to some criteria, e.g., strength, durability, effectiveness, cost, feasibility.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

Identifying Variables

Identifying the time of day as a variable in describing
noise levels in the room.
Identifying time of day as variable to be controlled when
testing different sound-absorbing structures.
Identifying noise levels as a variable affecting student
behavior and work habits.
Identifying different acoustical materials and designs
as variables to be changed in determining a good soundproof structure.
Identifying materials used and designs as variables to be
changed in determining a strong and useful supplies
organizer.
Identifying structure of spinner device as a varia'Ae in
determining its use for fair choices.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,
Variables.
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Defining Variables Operationally

Defining time of day as that given by the classroom clock.
Defining noise level as that measured by the VU-meter on
a tape recorder when the volume is set at five.
Defining effectiveness of acoustical (sound-absorbing)
materials in terms of the reduction in noise level that
they produce.
Defining a fair method of Job distribution as one where
every student's name has an equal chance of being
chosen.

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting.

Measuring noise levels with various sound-absorbing structures installed at the same time of the day.
Experimenting with different building materials and different designs to determine which would be the best for
the supplies organizer or sound-absorbing structure.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

Designing and Constructing
Measuring Devices and Equipment

Constructing devices to measure sound levels in various
parts of the classroom.
Constructing sound-absorbing structures or supplies organizers.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

Hypothesizing that the noise level in the room is high
during certain times of the class day. Testing hypothesis by taking noise level measurements at those
times of day.
Predicting that sound-absorbing structures places in various areas of the room will help reduce the noise level.
Constructing such structures and measuring noise level
to find out.
Predicting that a supplies organizer will help the classConstructing one to find
room to run more smoothly.
out.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data

Using a sound level meter to measure noise levels every
hour and recording the readings on a chart.
Using a sound level meter to measure noise levels when
different sound-absorbing structures are in place.
Measuring and recording the length of time it takes students to perform classroom jobs; the amount of time the
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Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data (cont.)

class spends on each class activity or between each
class activity.
Measuring the area in which the supplies organizer or
sound-absorbing structure is to fit.
Measuring strength of different materials that are to be
used in constructing supplies organizer or soundabsorbing structure.
Measuring various building materials when constructing
the supplies organizer or sound-absorbing structure.
Researching information on sound and sound absorption.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording Data/
Measuring.

Organizing, Processing Data

Ordering data on noise levels from smallest to largest.
Tabulating measurements of the sound-absorbing structure
or supplies organizer before making it.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing
Data.

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Determining which sound-absorbing structure is most effective in reducing noise.
Determining which supplies organizer is most useful.
Determining the times of the day when the average noise
level is highest or lowest.
Calculating average times, e.g., average time to do a
job, average time for a class activity.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and Minimum Values.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting
Data.

Communicating, Displaying Data

Making bar graphs of noise level data, data on strength
of various materials.
Showing measurements of supplies organizer, soundabsorbing structure in drawings.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying
Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.
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Generalizing/Applying Process to
New Problems

Applying observational and data collection skills to
other real problems.
Applying skills learned from working on a classroom problem to help solve other classroom problems or problems
elsewhere in the school, such as the lunchroom.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying
Process to Daily Life.

Areas of Study
Measurement

Measuring various classroom areas to determine size of
sound-absorbing structure or supplies organizer using
meter sticks, tape measures, and rulers.
Using stopwatches to determine amount of time to perform
a job, amount of time required for various class activities, amount of time between class activities.
Measuring sound levels using homemade or commercial instruments.
Measuring strength of materials.
See also MATHEMATICS list:
Measuring.

Force

Observing
Observing
fort to
lumber.
Observing
wood.

use a handsaw.
that force must be exerted
that saber saws are faster and require less efoperate than handsaws when cutting Tri-Wall or

that force is required to hammer nails into

Friction

Observing that a piece of wood becomes warm when sanded
or that a SW blade becomes warm when a piece of wood
is sawed vigorously.
Observing that some objects, such as pencils, roll if the
supplies organizer's shelves are not level while other
objects, such as a book, do not.

Weight

Observing the effects of gravity (weight) while hanging a
sound-absorbing structure.
Observing that different materials have different weights.

Mechanical Work and Energy

Observing that energy is needed to use handsaws and to
hanmer nails into wood.
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Mechanical Work and Energy (cont.)

Observing that electrical energy is transformed into
mechanical energy when power tools are used.
Observing that mechanical energy is transformed into heat
energy when wood is sanded.
See also Force.

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

() 4 0

States of Matter

Observing that glue is available in liquid or solid form
with different properties.
Observing that a glue gun turns a cool stick of glue into
a hot liquid glue.

Properties of Matter

Observing that different construction materials, such as
lumber and Tri-Wall, have different properties that
make them useful for different tasks.
Observing the effects of physical wear over a period of
time on materials.
Observing that glues, lumber, paper, and other materials
have particular odors.
Observing that different materials absorb sound to different degrees: solid, dense materials tend to transmit
sound well; soft or porous materials tend to make better
soundproofing because they absorb sound.

Electricity

Observing that plugging in a tape recorder enables the
equipment to be turned on.
Observing that tape recorders, saber saws, and other
electrically powered devices go on when the switch is
closed and go off when the switch is open.
Observing that electrical energy can be transformed into
mechanical energy (tape recorder, saber saw) or into
heat energy (glue gun).

Sound

Measuring noise levels using professional sound-level
meters or tape recorder meters.
Observing that noise from the hallway can often be heard
in the classroom.
Observing that some of the electrical energy supplies to
power tools is transformed into sound energy (noise).
Observing that sounds differ in tone, pitch, loudness,
and quality.
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Sound (cont.)

Observing that noise levels in the classroom are lower
when acoustical barriers are used to absorb the sound.
Observing that a sound becomes less intense as one moves
away from its source.
Observing that sound readily travels around objects.
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ACTIVITIES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process
Observing/Describing/Classifying

.

Observing and describing the affects of disorganization
and untidiness, a poor class schedule, or lack of classroom rules on student behavior and work habits.
Classifying classroom problems.
Organizing and classifying sets of ideas or information on
ways to change the classroom.
Classifying jobs, rules, and schedules in terms of desirability.
Classifying classroom rules in terms of effectiveness.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.
See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Lescribing; Classifying.

Identifying Problems, Variables

Identifying method of assigning classroom jobs, rules, and
scheduling as problems to be solved.
Identifying variables in jobs--difficulty, amount of time
to perform, frequency with which job must be done, and
job popularity.
Identifying variables in scheduling.
See also SCIENCE list:
Identifying Variables.

Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting

Devising tests to determine job difficulty, time to perform.

Trying out various ways to perform jobs or various schedules for performing jobs.
s Trying out various class schedules.
Comparing the various methods used for encouraging students
to obey classroom rules.
See also SCIENCE list:
Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting.

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Inferring from observations that the present way of handling classroom jobs is ineffective.
Inferring from the opinion survey results that some classroom jobs are more popular than others, that some rules
are considered more important than others, that one supplies organizer design is more popular.
Predicting that student behavior and work habits will improve when the noise is decreased.

() 4
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Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses (cont.)

Hypothesizing that the class will run more smoothly with
classroom jobs, a supplies organizer, and a more efficient class schedule; testing hypothesis by utilizing
the best method for distributing jobs, the best class
schedule, the best supplies organizer design.
See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Rypotheses/Modeling.

Collecting, Recording Data/
Measuring

Using voting procedure to determine preferences for supplies organizer design, etc.
Administering an opinion survey on classroom job preference or rules.
Administering tests to determine job difficulty.
Observing frequency of performing jobs.
Measuring time to perform jobs.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.
See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data.

Organizing, Processing Data

Ordering tasks that need to be done in terms of priority.
Tallying votes and opinion survey data.
Ordering jobs and rules in order of student preference
based on opinion survey results.
Ordering averages of job timings from smallest to largest.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.
See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Determining jobs and rules preferred by using a rating
scale on survey results.
Determining jobs that take longest time, next longest
time, etc.
Establishing equality of jobs in terms of popularity,
time to perform, frequency, difficulty.
Evaluating survey methodology, size and makeup of sample.
Comparing; Statistics/
See also MATHEMATICS list:
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and Minimum Values.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

Communicating, Displaying Data

Representing survey data on graphs or charts.
Representing frequency and times of jobs and job difficulty on graphs.

4)
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Communicating, Displaying Dmta (cont.)

Recording observations of classroom activities on a
chart.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Generalizing/Applying Process to
Daily Life

Understanding that rules, jobs, and an efficient schedule
are necessary for a smooth-running classroom.
Using knowledge of making rules and devising an efficient
schedule on similar problems that may exist in the
school (i.e., lunchroom).
Using knowledge of devising efficient schedules and of
organizing to improve individual's daily life and productivity.
See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process
to New Problems.

Attitudes/Values
Accepting Responsibility for Actions
and Results

Making sure that small group tasks (e.g., conducting surveys, measuring noise levels, timing job tasks) are
done.

Scheduling and making necessary arrangements for trips to
building suppliers.
Being responsible for actions while outside the classroom.

Developing Interest and Involvement
in Human Affairs

Promoting changes in the classroom so that it will be a
more pleasant place.
Investigating ways to distribute classroom jobs fairly.
Providing a set of classroom rules that students feel are
important so that the room will be safe and so that the
class will function more smoothly.
Providing an efficient class schedule, supplies organizer
so that students may function more effectively.

Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group Contributions
to Society

Recognizing that they can improve conditions in the classroom.

Assessing the effects of group action on classroom conditions.
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Developing Inquisitiveness, SelfReliance, and Initiative

Conducting small and large group sessions with some
teacher assistance.
Resolving procedural problems that may arise during the
course of activities.
Learning to use different ways to obtain needed information, e.g., opinion surv,ying, using the telephone.
Dealing with local merchants in obtaining building supplies.

Recognizing the Values of Cooperation,
Group Work, and Division of Labor

Recognizing the efficiency of small group work (e.g., conducting opinion surveys, constructing, measuring noise
levels).

Finding that work proceeds smoothly when everyone cooperates.

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used
in the Sciences, Appreciating
Their Power and Precision

Identifying and defining a problem; being able to distinguish it from a related but secondary problem.
Recognizing the importance of obtaining student opinions
about the classroom rules, jobs, schedule, supplies
organizer.
Determining the best way to collect opinion data.
See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

Respecting the Views, Thoughts,
and Feelings of Others

Considering all suggestions and opinions from members of
a group and from the class and assessing their merit.
Recognizing and respecting differences in values due to
many variables such as sex, age, experience.

Being Open to New Ideas
and Information

Considering alternative ways of doing various tasks.
Asking other people for opinions, ideas, and information.

Learning the Importarce and
Influence of Values la
Decision Making

Realizing that cost effectiveness alone is not sufficient
in considering a solution; effects on people must also
be considered.
Recognizing that opinion differences reflect value differences.

Recognizing that different groups may have different needs
for various classroom rules.
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Areas of Study
Economics

Using economics concepts and terms such as cost, wholesale
price, retail price when building the supplies organizer
or sound-absorbing structure.
Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and limitations of revenues for the purchase of materials for
the classroom.
s Gaining experience in recordkeeping and comparative
shopping for materials.
41b Assessing preferences, characteristics, etc., of users
(i.e., classmates) through surveys or questionnaires.

Geography/Physical Environment

Investigating and changing the physical enwironment in
the classroom.

Political Science/Government Systems

Setting up a system to enforce classroom rules.
Investigating systems of administration and control.
Investigating regulations and policies affecting planned
changes in the classroom.
Getting in touch with and working with school authorities
to obtain permission to carry out room improvements.

Recent Local History

Investigating previous attempts to change the classroom.

Social Psychology/Individual and
Group Behavior

Recognizing and using different ways of approaching dif(Using a different approach for fellow
ferent groups.
Finding
students from that for a school principal.)
"best" ways to approach the principal or teacher about
approval for suggested room improvements.
Recognizing the need for leadership within small and large
Recogniz4ng differing capacities of individuals
groups.
tor various roles within groups.
Analyzing the effects of a small group making decisions
for a larger group.

Sociology/Social Systems

Considering the integral, related nature of a community
and its physical or recreational surroundings as a
factor in the problem of making the classroom a better
place.
Devising a system of working cooperatively in small and
large groups.
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Sociology/Social Systems (cont.)

Investigating problems and making changes that affect not
only thenselves, but society (other students in the
school).
Working within established social systems to promote
changes within the classroom.
Experiencing and understanding differences in social systems in different social groups (children, adults,
women, men).
Recognizing that there are many different social groups
and that one person belongs to more than one social
group.
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ACTIVITIES IN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills
Reading:
Literal Comprehension--Decoding
Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Decoding words, sentences, and paragraphs while reading
books on sound, catalogs of building materials; while
reading rules and schedules.

Reading:
Critical Reading--Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Obtaining factual information about sound and building
materials.
Understanding what is read.
Interpreting what is read.
Critically analyzing the wording of their proposed classroom rules.

Oral Language:
Speaking

Offering ideas, suggestions, and criticisms during discussions in small groups and class discussions on problems and proposed solutions.
Reporting group activities to the class; responding to
criticisms and comments.
Using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain
information from local merchants or to invite a resource
person to speak to the class.
Making an oral presentation of proposed plans for soundabsorbing structures to the principal.

Oral Language:
Listening

Listening to group reports and to ideas, suggestions, and
criticisms of other students.
Following spoken directions.
Conducting interviews of classmates.

Written Language:
Spelling

Using correct spelling in writing reports, rules, schedules; on charts and on signs.

Written Language:

Using rules of grammar in writing.

GrammarPunctuation, Syntax,
Usage
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Written Language:
Composition

Writing to communicate effectively:
writing opinion surveys; devising questions to elicit
desired information; judging whether a question is
relevant and whether its meaning is clear.
* preparing reports using notes, data, and graphs.
preparing posters, charts, signs for the classroom.

Study Skills:
Outlining/Organizing

Taking notes when consulting local merchants or authorities on building supplies, sound.
Developing an opinion survey; ordering the questions in
a logical sequence and around central themes.
Organizing data, ideas, facts for inclusion in a report
or presentation.
Planning and preparing possible class schedules.

Study Skills:
Using References and Resources

Using the dictionary for correct spellings and for determining word meanings.
Using the library or consulting authorities to determine
ways to decrease noise levels in the room, ways to build
structures.
Talking with the teacher and classmates to determine the
effectiveness of new schedules, rules, or jobs.

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the Value of Expressing
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing

Finding that written materials, such as opinion surveys
or charts on the wall, evoke responses from classmates.
Finding that classmates, teacher, or principal respond
to ideas when they are presented clearly.

Appreciating the Value of
Written Resources

Finding that desired information can be found in written
resources, such as dictionary, library books, catalogs.

Developing an Interest in
Reading and Writing

Seeking out written resources that will help solve a
problem.

Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read

Deciding which rules that are submitted by classmates
are really relevant to the class.
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Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read (cont.)

Deciding which sound-absorption method explained in a
book is practical and feasible for the classroom.
Evaluating opinion surveys, reports, schedules and rules
to determine whether they say what they are supposed to
say.

Appreciating the Value of Different
Forms of Writing, Different Forms
of Communication

Finding that how information can be best conveyed is determined in part by the audience to whom it is directed.
Finding that certain data or information can be best conveyed by writing it down or by preparing graphs or
charts.

Finding that certain data or information should be written
down so that it ean be referred to at a later time.
Finding that an oral presentation may be better in some
cases, while a written letter or report may be better
in others.

